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from Taming Savages
to Going native

Self and Other on the Taiwan Aboriginal Frontier

ese primitive tribes had tattoos painted on their faces, thought that killing
was a matter of honor, and took pride in displaying numerous skulls of their
victims in front of their homes. Since this barbarous race was obstinate and
extremely violent, it was no easy matter to smoke them out of their hideouts.
He couldn’t help but be moved by learning of these people which coexisted with
the cultural worlds of airplanes, ocean-faring ships, and trains. He listened
to stories about the tribes, looked at their pictures, and heard true accounts of
the bloody and tragic rebellions that all too frequently broke out. He thought
about them and compared them to the adventure tales, novels, and articles
written overseas about persecution by the natives.
Tayama Katai, 1918

According to some, the members of the Bunun tribe are by their nature obsti-
nate, insolent, and sinister. One inevitably hears such comments about abo-
riginal people who have fled into the mountains from observers with superfi-
cial knowledge of these people. But as one learns to understand their lifestyles
and appreciate their characters, one discovers that they are a simple and pure
mountain people.
Kano Tadao, 1941

JAPAn’S “SAvAGe WArS of PeAce”

it is commonly asserted that Japan acquired its major colonies by defeating china
and russia in two major international wars that were fought on overseas battlefields.
e fact that colonial wars played an essential role in the formation of Japan’s em-
pire is less well known.1 Yet consider the following fact: when the Qing dynasty
“ceded” the island of Taiwan to Japan in accordance with the provisions of the Shi-
monoseki Peace Treaty, there was not a single Japanese soldier present to stake his
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claim to this new cession. Before Japan could transform this territory into a colony,
it needed to fight a colonial war that lasted for two decades and claimed more Japa-
nese, not to mention Taiwanese lives, than the better-known Sino-Japanese War.2
on June 19, 1895, Kabayama Sukenori, the first governor-general of Taiwan, frankly
acknowledged the veritable situation that Japan faced on the island: “in name, Tai-
wan is already a new territory of the empire, but the real situation is not different
from subjugation of an alien land.”3

during the early years of colonial rule, the Japanese military concentrated on
fighting chinese guerrillas in the densely populated western plains of the island.
lacking the manpower to wage a war on two fronts, the military favored a tactical
alliance with the Austronesian aborigines, who for the most part inhabited the
mountainous interior.4 is policy of alliance was variously described as one of “tute-
lage,” “taming the savages,” or “leniency and conciliation.” in one of the first colo-
nial documents setting forth policies toward the aborigines, Kabayama writes: “if
we are to develop the island, we must first tame the savages. if upon meeting our
people, the savages regard us as they do the chinese, we will face a big obstacle to
our plans to develop the island. erefore, this government should adopt a policy
of leniency and conciliation; over the long run, we will reap benefits from this pol-
icy.”5 To carry out this policy, the colonial government set up offices of Pacifica-
tion and reclamation along the aboriginal frontier, modeled aer earlier bureaus
through which Qing-regime officials had conducted relations with the aboriginal
tribes. e officials manning these offices “would gather together the heads of the
tribes and other savages to distribute clothes and tools and hold feasts with drink-
ing.”6 Hashiguchi Bunzō, an official who led an early expedition to the aboriginal
district of Taikokan (dakekan), later noted that the aborigines were delighted to
hear that Japan was the new sovereign of the island, “since they had been oppressed
by the chinese” and “greeted the Japanese as long-lost relatives.”7

e colonial government eventually defeated the chinese resistance, but it de-
pleted its coffers trying to finance the costly campaign against the guerillas and to
build infrastructure in the island early on. furthermore, Taiwan was an immense
burden for the home country: subsidies to Taiwan regularly consumed 7 percent
of the Japanese national budget from 1895 to 1902. To bail out the colony’s finances
and reduce the fiscal drain on Japan, the Taiwan governor-generalship established
a government monopoly on camphor, opium, and salt; in subsequent years cam-
phor alone supplied from 15 to 25 percent of the revenue of the colonial state.8 Since
most camphor resources were located in the aboriginal areas, the aborigines hence-
forth became an obstacle that had to be removed rather than an ally to cultivate.9
As the insurrection in the plains diminished, the colonial authorities intensified mil-
itary pressure on the mountain aborigines and moved to occupy their lands. At the
turn of the twentieth century, Governor-General Kodama Gentarō declared: “We
must shi our military forces to the savage territory. e savages who live there are
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stubborn and like wild animals. if we continue to feast them with food and drink,
staying with a policy of conciliation, they might evolve to a certain degree. How-
ever, given the urgent conditions of the present time . . . we must dedicate ourselves
to exterminating this obstacle to our progress as soon as possible.”10

As chinese and Japanese settlers, tree cutters, engineers, and surveyors flooded
into the camphor-growing regions, they encountered fierce resistance from abo-
rigines who resented their presence and opposed their encroachments on ances-
tral lands. To protect the settlers, the colonial administration recruited guards to
police the aboriginal border and retaliated against aboriginal villages that were sus-
pected of harboring insurgents. nevertheless, the aborigines took advantage of their
knowledge of the terrain and hard-to-reach mountain bases to inflict hundreds of
casualties on guardsmen and government forces. in response, the colonial regime
hired a special police force to guard the aboriginal high country (approximately half
of the island’s total land area) and established a permit system that controlled ac-
cess in and out of these territories. When this system was in place, the regime could
block all trade in salt and rifles to force rebellious aborigines to halt their attacks
on settlers.

Under the regime of General Sakuma Samata, the fih governor-general of Tai-
wan (1906–15), the administration shied from a defensive posture to an offensive
one that employed military force to open up the region for economic development
and to take control of the land.11 Just as they had sought to cultivate the neutrality
of the aborigines during the war against chinese resistance, colonial authorities now
established a tactical alliance with Taiwan chinese. To push the conquest of recal-
citrant tribes to completion, the Japanese required both the financial backing of the
chinese gentry class and a steady supply of chinese foot soldiers to man the guard
posts of empire.12

Between 1909 and 1914, the Sakuma administration launched the “five Year Plan
to conquer the northern Tribes,” a centrally coordinated campaign to force an end
to resistance by the northern tribes. e policy was called “subjugation” but was in
fact an invasion. A key strategy of the Japanese offensive was to expand the fortified
guard lines13—made up of mountain roads, guard posts at regular intervals, elec-
tric wire fences, and a two-hundred-meter-wide strip of scorched earth studded with
land mines—that marked the outer perimeter of Japanese sovereignty. Aborigines
were basically offered the choice of slowly starving to death outside the guard line
or surrendering their weapons and moving “inside the line.”

first the military commanders would issue a call for the aborigines to surrender, pro-
hibit any entry within the defense perimeter of the guard line and enjoin strict obe-
dience to the orders of the authorities. if the aborigines refused to heed the call to sur-
render, the authorities would next interdict all their supplies of guns and salt while
pushing the defense lines deeper into aboriginal territory by constructing roads
through the mountains, felling trees to obtain an unobstructed view of their enemy
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and constructing fortified battery emplacements at strategic points along the defense
perimeter. When the aborigines surrendered, unable to resist an army and police force
equipped with modern weapons, they were forced to give up their weapons, which were
also their only means of resistance.14

Adopting the extermination strategy carried out by the British commander
George Arthur in the early nineteenth century against the aborigines on the island
of Tasmania, the Japanese army also systematically terrorized the indigenous
peoples into submission by carrying out public executions of warriors in aborigi-
nal villages and by indiscriminately destroying their villages.15 According to a re-
cent deposition to a Un working group on aboriginal affairs, over ten thousand
Ataiyals (the largest northern aboriginal group) are believed to have perished dur-
ing the five-year campaign.16 in order to minimize casualties to the Japanese troops,
the army introduced bomber aircra to the fight and had Japanese warships bom-
bard villagers within range of naval guns.

Besides using brute force against aborigines, the colonial regime employed psy-
chological tactics to convince them that it was in their best interests to surrender to
the Japanese state. e regime organized island tours to the cities of Taiwan for se-
lect members of the aboriginal groups, such as village heads or tribal chiefs, some-
times aer the group had formally submitted to the authorities, in which they were
shown schools, military bases, factories, and other modern institutions. A key pur-
pose of these tours was to show aborigines the might of the new rulers and to dis-
suade them from continuing any resistance. one researcher notes that these tourists
were shown a film that included a scene with an aborigine dying from electrocution
aer touching the high-power electric wires that surrounded aboriginal territories.17

in the end the aboriginal fighters were no match for the well-equipped Japanese
army and were forced to give up the struggle. ough some groups continued to
resist the colonial authorities for years,18 most aborigines gave up their weapons
and pledged obedience to the new authority in formal surrender ceremonies that
signified the submission of the tribes. e final tribe to submit, a village of two hun-
dred members of a Bunun tribe led by the chieain rahoare, did not yield to the
authorities until April 22, 1933, almost two decades aer the Sakuma offensive had
ended in victory.

for the tribes, giving up their weapons meant submission to labor dras, con-
scription as Japanese allies in campaigns against tribes fighting the Japanese, the
abandonment of their previous lifestyle of hunting and its replacement by agricul-
ture and the raising of livestock. once they had confiscated the aborigines’ weapons,
the army withdrew from the villages and le the task of enforcing the terms of the
surrender to the colonial police force. As a representative of the state in the villages,
the policeman was not only a disciplinarian who imposed law and order, but also
a schoolteacher, agricultural advisor, medical doctor, arbitrator of trade, and—most
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of all—the eyes and ears of the colonial state. Until 1945, the aboriginal lands were
the most heavily policed part of the Japanese empire, with an average of 1 ranking
officer for every 57 aborigines, compared to a ratio of 1 to 963 in the plains area of
Taiwan.19

While the establishment of police rule ensured that a semblance of order reigned
in the highlands, the ensuing peace was punctuated by bloody rebellions launched
by aborigines against the colonial authorities. in 1920, a large aboriginal force at-
tacked the Slamao district police stations and killed or wounded nineteen police
officers at their posts. in response, the government dispatched military reinforce-
ments and allied tribes to the area and routed the rebels. Ten years later, in what
later became known as the Musha incident, hundreds of Sedeq tribesmen, armed
with guns and swords, attacked a group of Japanese during a school sports festival
on october 27, 1930, in the town of Musha, which authorities regarded as a show-
case of their enlightened rule. in the ensuing melee, they indiscriminately killed
132 Japanese men, women, and children (two Taiwanese wearing Japanese kimonos
were also killed, by mistake); at the same time, other aboriginal groups attacked
police stations, government offices, and weapon stores before fleeing to mountain
bases. Within weeks of the massacre, the Japanese authorities mobilized thousands
of police and soldiers, used airpower, and allegedly employed internationally
banned poison gas to crush the rebellion. Aer capturing the ringleaders of the re-
bellion, the Japanese moved the survivors from rebel villages to an aboriginal dis-
trict allied to the colonial authority, where, in April 1931, a “second Musha inci-
dent” occurred in which 210 of them were attacked and killed by members of tribes
allied with, and allegedly instigated by, the Japanese authorities. of these, some 101
Ataiyal, including men, women, and children, were decapitated by the allied tribes.

e 1930 Musha incident, the bloodiest uprising against Japanese colonial rule
during the imperial period, symbolized the bankruptcy of the colonial government’s
policies toward the aborigines. it occurred thirty-five years aer the Japanese first
colonized Taiwan and took place in a model village that had been subjugated decades
earlier. it also shook Japanese rule in the Taiwanese highlands to its very founda-
tions. viewing the incident as the consequence of failed policies, the government
dispatched investigators to look into the causes of the rebellion; journalists and diet
members openly criticized the colonial authorities. for the first time since Japan
acquired its first colony in 1895, events in the colonies became a main topic of de-
liberation in the imperial diet. in the end, the top leaders Governor General
Kamiyama Mannoshin and his chief civil administrator, Gotō fumio, were forced
to step down from their posts and major changes in aboriginal administration were
promulgated. Aer this watershed in Japanese rule of the aboriginal lands, the po-
lice enforced land expropriations and forced relocations of villages and eventually
established permanent reservations for aboriginal tribes. Beyond a change in ad-
ministrative policies toward the aborigines, the uprising led to a “rearticulation of
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the Japanese colonial strategy in the form of imperialization. e aborigines were
no longer savage heathens waiting to be civilized by colonial benevolence, but were
now imperial subjects assimilated into the Japanese national polity through their
expressions of loyalty to the emperor.”20

SolvinG THe “AB oriGinAl ProBleM”

chief civil administrator to the third governor-general of Taiwan, Gotō Shinpei,
who is generally accorded the credit for single-handedly turning the colonization
of Taiwan into a success story for Japan, wrote in 1901: “ruling Taiwan is much
more complicated than we originally thought, since today on the island of Taiwan
thousands of years of living history exist simultaneously.”21 in this statement, Gotō
articulated the assumptions that colonial officials commonly held about history as
linear progress and about the nature of the population of Taiwan. When he spoke
of “thousands of years of living history” that coexisted peacefully on the island, he
meant that Taiwan was settled by population groups that stood at radically differ-
ent levels of historical development: a chinese majority that had attained a fairly
high level of civilization and an aboriginal minority that were “living fossils” at a
primitive stage of history. from the earliest years of the colonial period, Japanese
officials established two separate systems of colonization on the island in order to
rule these different groups. Toward the aborigines, the Japanese system of rule be-
came one of expropriation by dispossession. e colonial government conquered
the aboriginal lands primarily to exploit their potential wealth but it actually had
little use for the people living there. By contrast, the colonial state sought to have
the Han chinese in the plains work the land and contented itself with skimming
off the profits produced through normal circuits of capitalism. is differential im-
perialism was reflected in the legalistic discourses that the Japanese colonial offi-
cials invented to preserve the power relations created by the conquest.

e colonial government mobilized the army and deployed psychological war-
fare to defeat the aboriginal fighters, but it also marshaled its rhetorical resources
to justify its policies. in 1902, Mochiji rokusaburō (1867–1923),22 councilor in the
Ministry of civil Affairs of the Taiwan governor-general, played a central role in
this ideological battle. Mochiji was appointed to head the Provisional Section for
the investigation of Affairs in Aboriginal lands, an advisory body charged with the
task of working out long-term policy toward the aborigines. He offered an intel-
lectual framework for the riban policies by which the Japanese ruled the aborigi-
nal territories during the next four decades. Riban, a compound formed of the char-
acters reason and barbarian, denoted the Japanese colonial policy of managing the
aborigines by a combination of punitive raids (seibatsu) against those who had not
submitted to Japanese rule and acculturation policies (kyōka) to alter the economic
activities and lifestyle pattern of those who had surrendered to the authorities. in
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his position paper “Bansei mondai ni kan suru ikensho” (An opinion on the Abo-
riginal Problem),23 Mochiji defined the “aboriginal problem” first and foremost as
a land problem.

e problem of aboriginal land has yet to arrive at a successful solution. Yet if we do
not solve this problem, our countrymen will likely fail to realize their great potential
for overseas expansion. occupying 50 to 60 percent of the entire island, the aborigi-
nal lands constitute a treasure trove rich in forest, agricultural, and mining resources.
Unfortunately, we have not succeeded in unlocking this treasure trove because fero-
cious savages block our access to it. . . . if we fail to exploit these resources and elim-
inate the trouble these savages cause, we will not be able to carry to completion the
economic development of Taiwan. . . . How can we neglect to deal with this pressing
problem? Let me state clearly that when I refer to the problem of aboriginal lands: from
the point of view of the empire, there is only aboriginal land but not an aboriginal people.
e problem of aboriginal land must be dealt with from an economic perspective and
its management is an indispensable part of fiscal policy. . . . it is not a problem that one
can hope to resolve by ethical means.24

in this framing of the aboriginal problem as a land problem, the aborigines
figured only as “ferocious savages” who blocked Japan’s access to Taiwan’s “treasure
trove” and prevented Japan from realizing its full potential as a colonizing nation.
in order to clear a space for Japanese settlement, the aboriginal people had to be
separated from their land and the land had to be reclassified as ownerless. To re-
solve this “problem,” the government needed to shelve its ethical values since the
problem could not be resolved “by ethical means.”25 if the main purpose of this colo-
nial discourse was to empty this desired territory of its former inhabitants, Mochiji
seasoned his advice with a caveat: Japanese offensives against the aboriginal popu-
lation should only be conducted in territories where the revenue resulting from elim-
inating the aborigines would justify the costs entailed by their suppression.

in his “opinion,” Mochiji did not attempt to justify policies of suppression by
appealing to Japan’s “civilizing mission,” nor did he single out for condemnation
aboriginal practices such as headhunting. indeed, he explicitly disavowed any in-
tention to “inculcate these savages, who are no different from wild beasts, with the
principles of the emperor’s morality.” comparing the suppression of savages to a
tiger hunt, he cautioned the colonial government “to exercise violence in order to
put an end to violence.” indeed, he warned that the Japanese should hold onto their
own “barbarian nature” and avoid becoming excessively civilized if they expected
to obtain victory in the struggle with savages. citing the examples of the decadent
roman and Greek empires weakened by their high levels of civilization, he cau-
tioned his audience that the courageous people of imperial Japan would win against
a savage foe only by displaying their “warrior spirit.” in addition, he recommended
that the government mobilize Taiwanese guards to man the savage frontier and
urged local officials to take advantage of intertribal rivalries, to use “barbarians to
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subdue other barbarians”; he even countenanced the taking of heads by allied tribes
and the payment of bounties to aboriginal warriors for the taking of enemy heads.26

Besides counseling the Japanese not to give up their “barbarian nature,” Mochiji
drew upon the transnational discourses of international law and biological deter-
minism to justify his solution to the aboriginal problem. Both discourses were im-
ported from the West but Mochiji applied them to the specific problems of Japan’s
colonization of Taiwan. from the start, Japanese statesmen had situated their col-
onization of Asia within the framework of international law and argued that it was
a lawful endeavor. Mochiji discovered in this same framework a rationale for dis-
possessing the aborigines of their land and for excluding the savages from the
politico-juridical order that Japan’s colonialism had instituted in Taiwan. referring
to okamatsu’s commentary on the 1895 Shimonoseki Peace Treaty,27 he asserted
that the savages (seiban) have no legal status under either Japanese or international
law. in accordance with the third article of that treaty, Japan extended its jurisdic-
tion over all former subjects of the Qing empire and recognized them as imperial
subjects. With the exception of a small number of former Qing officials who le
Taiwan, most Taiwan chinese remained on their lands, continuing to work them
and paying taxes to the colonial government. over the next few decades, the Japa-
nese conducted a meticulous survey of landholding and introduced capitalist forms
of production into a chinese society in which class division and modes of private
property already existed. By contrast, the colonization of aboriginal lands followed
a completely different logic. e aboriginal lands were comparatively “underdevel-
oped” and their societies were less divided. Most important, to develop the min-
eral and timber resources of the aboriginal lands, the Japanese colonial government
had to expel the original inhabitants from their lands and bring in a labor force.28

Mochiji was opportunistic in the ways he used international law. in 1874, Qing
officials had described the raw savages (seiban) as lying beyond the pale of chinese
civilization (kegai no min); this is how they disclaimed responsibility for the abo-
rigines’ massacre of ryūkyū fishermen. Japan used this disclaimer as a pretext for
launching a punitive expedition against the aboriginal perpetrators of the massacre.
When Mochiji characterized the aborigines as kegai no min, a term borrowed from
the Sino-centric order, he did not mean to recognize the legitimacy of that order
but rather to justify denying any legal status to the aborigines under Japanese or in-
ternational law. drawing on this Qing precedent, Mochiji reasoned that the abo-
rigines fell outside the purview of the Shimonoseki Peace Treaty and thus outside
of Japanese jurisdiction. Mochiji concluded: “ere is no relation between the Japa-
nese empire and the aborigines under Japanese law.” By the same token, the abo-
rigines were not citizens of a foreign power to be dealt with according to the “law
of nations,” since they lacked a “unified administration or political organization that
would be recognized by the great powers under international law.” “While in soci-
ological terms, the raw savages who have not surrendered are human beings, they
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are analogous to animals from the perspective of international law.” Arguing from
the premise that the aborigines would not be recognized as a foreign state under
international law, he went on to reason that punitive expeditions against them would
not be covered by the protocols of war. Accordingly, only those who submitted to
Japanese law would be treated as human beings; as for those who resisted, Japan
enjoyed the “power of life and death over them.” By the same token, unassimilated
savages had no property rights to the land they occupied: “According to dr. oka-
matsu’s theory, rights in a legal sense can only be established in the first place where
a unified administration protects them.”29

e aborigines therefore occupied a liminal space within the Japanese empire:
falling under its jurisdiction but outside its laws, sociologically human yet indis-
tinguishable from animals, occupying land but having no rights to it. By defining
the savages as “animals” outside the law, Mochiji justified the employment of un-
limited violence to force them to surrender and to give up their lands. in his legal
reasoning, he illustrates an essential aspect of sovereignty under the modern state
system: sovereignty is the right of the state to determine exceptions to the juridical
order it institutes.30 e “savages” of Taiwan were discursively constituted as lying
outside the law, denied its protections and deprived of all human rights.

While Mochiji in his policy statement relies primarily on legalistic language, he
also uses the rhetoric of the “struggle for survival” to rationalize the change of pol-
icy toward the aborigines in biological terms. in the ceaseless, ineluctable struggle
for survival, the chinese settlers inflicted the first defeat on the aborigines and drove
them from the rich lands of the coastal regions into the relatively barren moun-
tainous interior. To open up this interior, the Japanese colonizers needed to carry
on and complete the work begun centuries earlier. Since the aborigines were
doomed to disappear or else to assimilate to those who occupied their territories,
their land ought to be appropriated and developed by the superior races that re-
placed them. Mochiji asserted that the dispossession of the aborigines was an irre-
versible biological process, criticizing those who counseled against aggressive con-
quest on ethical or humanitarian grounds: “e island’s vast stretches of fertile land
have been opened as a result of the struggle for survival, wherein the superior chi-
nese expelled the aborigines from their land. e occupation and colonization of
the aboriginal territory was a great achievement. Yet, still today, there are those
youthful men who advocate a policy of tutelage, who noisily call for passivity, as if
to return things to an Arcadian past.”31

one could argue that the two discourses of international law and biological de-
terminism were merely the opposite sides of the same coin. international law was
itself based on a hierarchical concept of world order in which powerful nations em-
ployed law as an instrument of power. By contrast, the biological determinism of
the “struggle for survival” dispensed entirely with any juridical or moralistic lan-
guage, replacing it with an idiom of pure force. Ultimately, this notion of force al-
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ready underlay the abstract, legalistic discourse of international law and constituted
its hidden truth—the iron fist inside the velvet glove. is truth is essentially the
notion that in an imperialistic world system only powerful nations are entitled to
use the language of law to justify their exercise of force.

THe HeAdHUnTer And
THe JAPAneSe conQUeST nArrATive

Published in 1930, the Nihon chiri taikei (compendium of Japanese Geography)
opens an unexpected window onto mature colonial discourse about the Taiwan abo-
rigines. Since Taiwan was part of the national body of Japan, it was treated in a se-
ries on Japanese geography rather than in the separate companion series devoted
to world geography.32 e aboriginal lands are “an alien place where culture has yet
to permeate, although most of the aboriginal people have submitted to the au-
thorities and live peacefully. However, in the depths of the forests near rahoare,
there are a small number of villages that continue to resist the authorities.” While
optimistically predicting the rendition of these recalcitrant few, the writer turns to
a description of the frightful aboriginal practice of headhunting, which “was widely
practiced among tribes either as a form of resistance to external forces or as an ex-
pression of worship toward ancestral spirits.” Accompanying the text, a photograph
shows “a model of a skull case from a village of the Ataiyal aboriginal group.” As
the caption to the photograph explains, “e headhunting of Taiwan’s aborigines
is well-known,” but “with few exceptions, the police have effectively eradicated the
custom and most skull cases have been destroyed. As a result it has become almost
impossible to see one nowadays.” for that reason, “a model of a skull case has been
specially fabricated.”33

is illustration in a popular geography book exemplifies the role that repre-
sentations of “headhunting” played in the economy of mature colonial discourse.
ough the police had eradicated headhunting in all but a “small number of vil-
lages,” the editors of this work, intended for metropolitan readers, went out of their
way to create realistic representations of headhunting. in that respect, this text re-
sembles the many government reports, ethnographic studies, and travelers’ accounts
that invariably featured pictures of aboriginal “skull cases” and commentary on
Japan’s steadfast efforts to eliminate the practice of headhunting. ese stereotyped
texts and images contrasted the civilized present with the barbaric past and served
to remind their readers of the inveterate violence and irrationality of the aborig-
ines. To be effective, such stereotypes needed to circulate widely in society. ey
also froze the relationship between the Japanese and aborigines at the precise mo-
ment of Japanese conquest of aboriginal lands. e picture of the “skull case” illus-
trates this double logic of colonial representation precisely because it is not a real
skull case but rather an artifact created by Japanese colonialism—that is, a pure sim-
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ulacrum. A “specially fabricated” replica, the skull case is photographed for no other
purpose than to be consumed by Japanese readers in a kind of self-perpetuating
cycle of illusion: even aer its ostensible referent, the actual practice of headhunt-
ing, has been eradicated. What was the function of such images in Japanese dis-
course? Why were they produced and circulated? What made this replica useful in
the symbolic economy of Japanese colonialism?

notwithstanding the opinion of Mochiji, it was not the “savage outside the law”
but the “cruel headhunter” and enemy of “civilization” that became the dominant
trope for “savagery” during the colonial period. is trope existed in relative in-
dependence from the actual practice of headhunting, just as the photo of the fab-
ricated skull case in the 1930 geography book circulated independently of any real
skull case. e headhunter served as a metonym for the aboriginal population,
identified by this single practice (the “headhunters” included many groups who
did not practice headhunting), and as an all-purpose metaphor for bloodthirsti-
ness and irrationality.

is discursive development was relatively tardy. At the time of the 1874 Tai-
wan expedition, popular media oen portrayed the aborigines as cannibals and cave
dwellers but did not single out headhunting for harsh condemnation.34 Two decades
later, Hashiguchi Bunzō, a colonial official who had established contact with the
aborigines in 1895, wrote of aboriginal headhunting as “a sad and cruel custom,”
but he attributed the practice to chinese perfidy, in line with official policy that the
Japanese were the protectors of the aborigines while the chinese were their invet-
erate enemies.35 in 1905, the liberal politician Takekoshi Yosaburō similarly wrote
that aboriginal headhunting was a response to the misdeeds of the Taiwan chinese:
“As the chinese have always treated the savages so cruelly, it is but natural that the
nature of those savages who have come into contact with them should have changed
decidedly for the worse, so that now they regard everybody who sets foot on their
territory as a deadly foe.”36 To be sure, Takekoshi and Hashiguchi did not condone
headhunting, but they understood it in the context of long-standing friction be-
tween aborigines and chinese settlers. While neither speculated on the ethnographic
significance of headhunting to those who practiced it, both acknowledged its po-
litical meaning: the taking of heads was one means by which the aborigines resis-
ted enemy intrusions and fought to protect their lands from outsiders. However,
both were writing before the large-scale Sakuma invasions of aboriginal territories
and the land dispossession that followed in their wake.

in later years, the label “headhunter” served to dismiss any resistance to the mil-
itary forces of the colonial state as an expression of the aborigine’s inherent sav-
agery and irrationality. e violence employed by the colonial state to subjugate sav-
ages was, in this rhetoric, merely a response to an anterior aboriginal aggressiveness
epitomized by the practice of headhunting. Japanese writers justified the violence
of the colonial state on several grounds: the absolute difference between the head-
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hunter and the civilized, the duty to abolish practices that violate universal values,
the defense of innocent victims of headhunting, the need to diffuse civilization. fi-
nally, i should add that the trope of the “headhunter” fit within a transnational rhet-
oric of civilization that aligned Japan with the civilized nations of the world and
transformed the aborigines into a savage enemy to be eliminated.

in a 1912 essay, “Japan as colonizer,” delivered in english while he was a visit-
ing professor in the United States (and later published in the book e Japanese
Nation), nitobe inazō offers a stunning illustration of this new rhetorical strategy
of civilization and savagery. As a Japanese intellectual educated in the West and
fluent in english, nitobe sought to persuade his audience that Japan deserved ad-
mission into the exclusive club of imperialist powers, since it possessed the ability
to colonize other lands. drawing on his personal experience as economic advisor
under the Gotō-Kodama regime that ruled Taiwan from 1898 to 1906, he lists the
great achievements of Japanese colonialism in Taiwan, notably the abolition of abo-
riginal headhunting.37 He first reminds his audience that the Taiwanese headhunters
are “allied to the headhunters of Borneo made familiar by the pen of Professor Had-
don,” thereby establishing a parallel between “savages” ruled by Japan and those
ruled by Western nations. He goes on to describe these headhunters in more detail.

What concerns us most nearly in their manner of life is their much-venerated cus-
tom of consecrating any auspicious occasion by obtaining a human head. if there is a
wedding in prospect, the young man cannot marry unless he brings in a head. . . . A
funeral cannot be observed without a head. indeed all celebrations of any importance
must be graced with it. Where a bouquet would be used by you, a grim human head
freshly cut is the essential decoration of their banquet. Moreover, a man’s courage is
tested by the number of heads he takes, and respect for him grows with his achieve-
ments. us the gruesome objects adorn the so-called skull shelf, for the same reason
that lions’ and stags’ heads are the pride of a gentleman’s hall.38

in this hyperbolic rhetoric, nitobe defines all aborigines by the single custom of
headhunting, which is detached from any social context. implicitly, headhunting
is defined as a cultural practice associated with weddings and funerals, but the abo-
rigines are said to practice it to consecrate “any” auspicious occasion.39 However,
nitobe’s description of the practices of civilized peoples, rather than those of sav-
ages, is the most revealing part of this passage. nitobe juxtaposes “our” civilized
practices and “their” grotesque customs, banquets graced with bouquets of flowers
and “their” feasts decorated with “freshly cut” heads, “a gentleman’s hall” and “their”
gruesome skull cabinets. By referring to recognizably Anglo-American institutions
as examples of the rituals of the civilized, he conflates the civilized Japanese with
the objects of his address, the Anglo-American “you.” at is, he merges himself
(i) with those he is addressing (you), thereby conflating the two within a collective
“we” which is civilized. once these two are conflated, he draws a contrast between
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a civilized “us” and a savage “them,” abstract identities that exist as paired oppo-
sites. e conflation of Japan with the Anglo-Americans and the stark opposition
to the aborigines are not simply contiguous propositions; they are logically con-
nected parts of nitobe’s overall justification for Japanese colonialism. By offering a
justification for incorporating the colonized savages within the new hierarchy of
Japan’s empire, nitobe also makes a case for incorporating Japan within an impe-
rial order dominated by the West.

e trope of the headhunter acquired its fullest significance when it was deployed
in conquest narratives that purported to justify Japan’s subjugation of savages as a
triumph of civilization. in these narratives, the eradication of the fierce headhunter
was held up as the supreme victory of civilized values. e purest example of this
narrative genre is a legend of chinese origin that was subsequently rewritten by the
Japanese and taught in Japanese textbooks. is explicitly ideological work was an
enduring fixture of Japanese language, ethics, and kanbun textbooks used through-
out the empire until the end of the colonial period.40

e best-known conquest narrative of the Japanese empire is the so-called Go
Hō legend, a story of an interpreter of the Qing period who sacrifices his life to con-
vince the savages to renounce headhunting.41 ough the story derives from chi-
nese sources, Japanese colonial officials extensively reworked these source versions
to produce a narrative that would serve the purposes of the new regime. if nitobe
in his lecture amalgamates Japanese civilization with the West, the Go Hō legend
unites chinese civilization with the Japanese civilizing project. By showing that these
two civilization projects were complementary, the legend served to reinforce a tac-
tical alliance between the Japanese and chinese gentry in Taiwan and to cement a
trans–east Asian consciousness based on confucian values in Taiwan, Korea, and
metropolitan Japan.

e most widely circulated version of this legend appeared in readers for pub-
lic schools in both Taiwan and Japan during the colonial period. A 1914 reader gives
the following account:

ere was an interpreter on the savage frontier of Mount Arisan named Go Hō [Wu
feng in chinese]. Go Hō attempted to make the Arisan savages give up their evil cus-
tom of killing people without a second thought and offering up human heads in their
ceremonies. for forty years Go Hō placated the savages by offering them each year
the head of someone who had already been killed. Aer his supply of skulls ran out,
he persuaded them to forebear for another four years. At the end of this period, he
told them, “if you really must have a head, come to this spot tomorrow at noon. A
man wearing a red cape and a red hat will pass by. Take that man’s head. But remem-
ber, you will be punished for taking his head and all of you will perish.” e follow-
ing day, when the Arisan savages killed the man wearing a red hat, they learned that
he was Go Hō. Aer an epidemic struck the village, resulting in many deaths, the vil-
lagers began to worship Go Hō and swore never to kill any human beings again.42
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Set in the period preceding the Japanese colonization of Taiwan, the Go Hō leg-
end features no Japanese characters. e only actors in the story are the virtuous
Go Hō and the blood-thirsty savages, the latter defined by the evil custom of head-
hunting and sacrificial rituals and the former by his courage and self-sacrifice. Head-
hunting in this textbook story is treated as a cultural practice and as a trope for cru-
elty.43 However, unlike later records of aboriginal practices, the descriptions of
headhunting in this story are pseudoethnography. Mori Ushinosuke, a later eth-
nographer who devoted most of his life to studying the aborigines, refuted the no-
tion that they offered heads in propitiatory ceremonies: “in the past, [the aborig-
ines] preserved the hair of their enemies’ heads—they worshipped it as part of their
rituals—but i have never heard that they cut off heads and offered them to the souls
of their ancestors.”44

While the Japanese do not figure as characters in this story, they played a major
part in turning Go Hō into a colonial hero and in disseminating his legend. in 1912,
nakata naohisa, a police section chief in the Huayi region of Taiwan, wrote a bi-
ography of Go Hō titled Sasshin jōnin tsūji Gohō (e interpreter Go Hō, Sacrific-
ing His Body and realizing Benevolence). e expression sasshin jōnin is taken from
a passage of the confucian Analects (“e brave man will not cling to life at the cost
of virtue but will sacrifice himself in order to realize benevolence”). nakata’s book
was published in a bilingual chinese (kanbun) and Japanese edition that included
almost a hundred poems in honor of Go Hō, for the most part composed in clas-
sical chinese by members of the Taiwanese gentry, who likely constituted the prin-
cipal readership of the book. Appearing with calligraphy by Governor-General Sa-
kuma Samata and prefaces by the commissioner of police and the head of the Bureau
of Aboriginal Affairs, nakata’s book was published with the full support of the colo-
nial state. At the time that the work appeared, colonial administrators also rebuilt
an old shrine dedicated to the memory of Go Hō and held a ceremony in his honor
attended by Governor-General Sakuma and other high-ranking officials, a con-
catenation of activities that Komagome Takeshi refers to as the “Go Hō commem-
oration enterprise” of the colonial state.45

By honoring the Qing official, the Japanese hoped to deepen the divide between
Taiwan chinese and the aborigines, associating the former with the colonial state
as junior partners in its civilizing mission.46 As already mentioned, the Taiwan gov-
ernor-general required both the financial backing and the manpower of the Tai-
wan chinese to successfully prosecute the enormously costly war in the aboriginal
highlands.47 Besides being used to win the Taiwanese as ideological allies, the cult
dedicated to Go Hō’s heroic spirit was a religious device meant to defuse and redi-
rect chinese resentment over the many chinese who died in battles with the abo-
rigines. indeed, the cult of Go Hō grew in popularity when the military struggle
against the aborigines was most intense.

if the Sakuma conquest (1909–14) saw the first mobilization of the Go Hō leg-
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end, the 1930 Musha incident represented a second period of ideological deploy-
ment of the myth. in 1931, one year aer the Musha incident, the shrine of Go Hō
was reconstructed with the backing of the colonial regime. in 1932, chiba Yasuki
directed Gijin Gohō (e righteous Go Hō), a seventy-minute silent film and one
of the few colonial-period films to survive into the postwar period. in this film ver-
sion, an epidemic spreads to an aboriginal village. When the son of the village chief
falls sick, the chief decides to order the young men to set off on a head-hunting ex-
pedition in order to exorcize the evil spirit causing the illness. Go Hō promises to
cure the boy with medicine and the chief agrees to call off the expedition. Aer the
boy recovers, the villagers live peacefully for forty years. en famine strikes the
village. Go Hō endeavors to collect money to save the aborigines from starvation
but is unable to raise sufficient funds. e chief begs Go Hō to allow them to prac-
tice headhunting and the latter accedes to this request, secretly deciding that there
is nothing le for him to do but to let them take his own head. By glorifying the
self-sacrifice of the Qing interpreter, this film also justified Japan’s colonization by
showing that most Taiwan chinese were willing partners in the nation’s civilizing
mission. By depicting a Go Hō who offers medicine to the tribes and contributes
money to assuage their food problem, it associates the protagonist with the mod-
ernizing mission of the colonial state.

Besides being a police officer, nakata was an amateur folklorist who analyzed
the story and sought to trace its sources. He mentions several source texts, primarily
chinese documents from the Qing period, and provides both chinese and abo-
riginal variants as well as the orthodox version. Whereas all of the source texts for
Go Hō identified in nakata’s book feature an aboriginal-chinese confrontation and
the aborigines’ later renunciation of headhunting, neither the chinese nor the abo-
riginal variants suggest that the aborigines killed Go Hō by mistake or that Go Hō
sacrificed himself to make the aborigines give up headhunting. in aboriginal oral
versions, the aborigines knew precisely whom they were killing. chinese versions
play up the aboriginal practice of headhunting, while aborigines lay emphasis on
the misdeeds of the chinese settlers and the duplicity of the Qing authorities. fur-
thermore, all chinese versions claim that the aborigines renounced headhunting,
not because they were impressed with Go Hō’s moral nobility and self-sacrifice, but
because they feared his powerful spirit and sought to avoid his retribution. Ac-
cording to these sources, before Go Hō set off for his last encounter with the abo-
rigines, he ordered the members of his household to make a paper figure of him-
self mounted on a horse, with a sword in one hand and an aboriginal head in the
other. He instructed them to burn this paper figure if he should die and let it be
known that Go Hō has gone to the mountain. When the aborigines later witnessed
this figure riding on horseback, they fell sick and died in large numbers.48

Japanese transformed Go Hō by a process of transplanting or graing a new colo-
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nial narrative onto a chinese source legend. To make the Go Hō story a narrative
of colonial conquest, the source text needed to be rewritten by processes of addi-
tion, deletion, distortion, and changes of emphasis. e story of the paper figure,
based on popular Taoism, was deleted because of its association with superstitions
(the colonial government officially sought to destroy indigenous superstitions),49

while Go Hō’s noble spirit of self-sacrifice was added in Japanese versions. Also, the
legend displaces the worship of Go Hō from the chinese (who practiced it) onto
the aborigines (who didn’t). Since Go Hō was not mentioned in colonial textbooks
used to teach aboriginal children, one can only assume that the objects of his civi-
lizing mission were not the intended audience for his legend; rather, the Taiwan
chinese and the Japanese themselves were the objects.50

e colonial regime used this legend to mobilize Taiwan chinese support for
the suppression of aboriginal resistance.51 for this audience, the legend had the merit
of harmonizing chinese conceptions of civilization with the Westernizing civiliza-
tion that the Japanese were introducing into Taiwan. indeed, the rewriting of Go
Hō belongs to the larger rewriting of confucianism aimed at showing that philos-
ophy’s congruence with the Japanese spirit (kokutai) and the imperial spirit. is
reexporting of confucianism, suitably modified and embellished, to the chinese
population of Taiwan was actively fostered by associations that promoted confu-
cianism both in Japan and in the colonies.52 from the early years of colonial rule,
the government held public ceremonies honoring traditional scholarship and spon-
sored poetry competitions to cultivate ties with confucian scholarly elites. extolling
the virtues of filial piety, loyalty, courage, and self-sacrifice, conservatives in Japan
supported the promulgation of confucian values in the educational system to pro-
mote unquestioning loyalty to the state, to the emperor–centered political order,
and to the fight against Western individualism and radical ideas. in the case of Go
Hō, the rewriting of a chinese legend repackaged virtues such as bravery and self-
sacrifice in ways that bolstered chinese identification with the objectives of the Japa-
nese colonial state. At the same time, textbook versions of Go Hō effectively ex-
cised folklore beliefs—such as the paper figure and Go Hō’s magical powers—that
conflicted with these objectives. As a result of this colonial rewriting, Go Hō is a
hybrid product of indigenous chinese folklore and the Japanese spirit that met the
ideological requirements of the conquest period. Taking on a life of its own, it cir-
culated for the remainder of the colonial period, even aer 1937, when all expres-
sions of Taiwan cultural identity were rigorously suppressed.

Besides promoting commonalities between the Japanese and the chinese, the
legend constructed the aborigines as a common enemy of both by exaggerating their
savagery and cruelty. if the Japanese claimed that the aborigines were their racial
and ethnic brothers, they also stressed that the chinese were their cousins by vir-
tue of a shared culture and moral code. Aer 1945, Go Hō was dropped from Japa-
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nese school curricula, but he continued to be taught in textbooks in postcolonial
Korea and Taiwan. When the Kuomintang regime replaced the Japanese as the rulers
of Taiwan, it revised the Japanese colonial version of the Go Hō legend to substan-
tiate its own claims of bringing civilization to the aborigines. Just as the Japanese
had used this legend to enroll chinese in their war with the aborigines, the post-
colonial Kuomintang regime employed it to ease frictions between Taiwanese and
mainlanders and to win support among the Taiwan chinese population for their
one-party dictatorship.53 in 1987, aboriginal resistance forced the nationalist gov-
ernment to delete the Go Hō legend from textbooks and to destroy shrines built in
his honor.

PriMiTiviSM And THe rHeToric of deSire

fukuzawa Yukichi compared civilization to a ladder that modern nations must climb
ever higher to reach more advanced stages of development. disillusioned with
Japan’s successful attainment of civilization in the 1930s, some Japanese writers re-
jected the values of modernity and expressed a strong identification with primitive
societies. far from being confined to Japan, such disillusionment was widespread
throughout europe and the United States at this time. Sigmund freud best captured
the mood of the times in Civilization and Its Discontents (1929), where he advanced
the hypothesis that human beings had to pay for progress and civilization by re-
pressing their basic nature and instincts. With each advance of civilization, mod-
ern man experiences a “loss of happiness through a heightening of the sense of
guilt.”54 in some fictional works from the interwar period, Japanese protagonists
jump off the “ladder” of civilization altogether in order to recover their inner sav-
age and recover the “happiness” they have sacrificed. e writers of these works
shared with fukuzawa an understanding of primitive societies as early stages of hu-
mankind’s development. However, they discovered in these societies something pos-
itive to be embraced rather than something negative to be transcended.

in 1935, Ōshika Taku wrote “e Savage,” a story about a Japanese man who “goes
native” in aboriginal Taiwan. Ōshika’s hero has obvious affinities with the Ameri-
can woman in d. H. lawrence’s story “e Woman Who rode Away,” who aban-
dons her husband and children in search of the “secret haunts of the timeless, mys-
terious, marvelous indians of the mountains” of Mexico.55 By the same token, he
differs from the Meiji dreamers in the novels of Sōseki and their real historical coun-
terparts who headed south with dreams of getting rich, lured by propaganda on the
opportunities for economic enrichment in the tropics. Ōshika was the contempo-
rary not only of lawrence but also of André Gide, and many other Western writ-
ers who sought physical and spiritual renewal in Africa, the South Seas, and South
America in the early twentieth century. As Marianna Torgovnick points out in Prim-
itive Passion: “in the early decades of the twentieth century, when a man of means
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felt anxious about his manhood or health, or maladjusted to the modern world, one
prescription dominated. Go to Africa or the South Pacific, he was advised, or to
some other exotic site identified with ‘the primitive.’ ”56

Torgovnick distinguishes between two different Western discourses on the
primitive: a rhetoric of control, “in which demeaning colonialist tropes get mod-
ified only slightly over time,” and a rhetoric of desire, “which implicates ‘us’ in the
‘them’ we try to conceive as the other.”57 Both varieties of discourse are found in
Japanese colonial literature, but there is a discernable shi from the former to the
latter in the 1930s. one reason for this shi is that the Japanese sought savagery
within themselves aer they had incorporated savages into the Japanese empire.58

in the early years of colonial rule, the savage was an external foil against whom the
Japanese affirmed their status as civilized. As the Japanese acquired experience as
colonial rulers, the savage became a domesticated foreigner, an otherness resitu-
ated within the self. repressed by civilized modernity, this long-lost but familiar
“other” became the object of a nostalgic desire, a need to recover the purity and
original nature of the Japanese people. e Japanese had lost this “other” in their
race to catch up with the West, but they remained connected to him at a deeper
level, by hereditary ties and by repressed unconscious desires le in their psyches.
for that reason, the figure of the primitive that appears in literary works has much
to tell us about the dissatisfactions of Japanese writers with their own society but
actually tells us little about the realities of indigenous society. nor was there any-
thing coherent about the idea of the savage in this rhetoric of desire: oen the sav-
age is an amalgam composed of the exotic, the erotic, the archaic, the utopian, the
transgressive, and the unconscious.

in general, one can point to three distinct figures that embodied this cultural
“otherness” in Japanese imperial discourse: the savages as children, as women, and
as traditional samurai. To each of these forms there corresponded an identity of the
Japanese self that served as its counterpart. us the Japanese self was established
as a mature adult in relation to the savage “child,” as husband in relation to the abo-
riginal wife, and as modern national subject in relation to the traditional warrior.
if Japanese writers had earlier rejected the aboriginal headhunter as their antithe-
sis, they now appropriated the savagery of the other as a necessary avatar or com-
plement to the self in this new rhetoric of desire. e adult recovered his childhood
by nostalgically imagining the aboriginal present as a familiar stage of his personal
past. e Japanese male found in the aboriginal woman a partner who reaffirmed
his masculinity and complemented him in the relationship of romance or marriage.
e modern Japanese discovered in the aboriginal present the national past of Japan,
notably its warrior culture and the cult of the samurai. While the second and third
figures are strongly gendered and sexualized figures for aboriginal men and women,
the first tends to desexualize and infantilize the aboriginal population as a whole.
Here i will consider each of these figures in turn.
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in 1931, the Bureau of Aboriginal Affairs established the journal Riban no Tomo
(friends of Savage Management) to promote policy reform in the aermath of the
Musha incident. e articles in this journal, mainly written by police officers who
manned the savage frontier, constitute a precious record of late-colonial discourse
on the aborigines. Police officials oen described the aborigines as “innocent and
pure,” “honest and chivalrous,” and “truly loveable creatures.” one writes of the
orchard island, inhabited by the Yami tribe: “it floats in the middle of the ocean
and has been completely isolated from civilization since the most distant antiquity.
even today, the people live without worries or anxieties. As one observes their life
looking at the waves of the ocean or napping in the shade, one cannot but feel how
pure-hearted and loveable the Yami people are.”59 if orchard island was a kind of
timeless paradise, a Peach Blossom Spring for certain writers,60 the Ataiyal group,
perhaps the group most identified in the popular mind with headhunting, was de-
scribed as follows: “e evil influences of the world have passed them by. ey lived
without deceit or trickery and were brought up to be simple and innocent. i couldn’t
help but feel that we were the ones who were hateful and pitiable. ey did not play
tricks and were brought up strictly.”61

indeed, police officers in the field were not the only ones to voice such views.
Minami Hiroshi, the governor-general of Taiwan, wrote in 1932: “in general, the
savages [banjin] are simple and pure by nature and are truly loveable human be-
ings.”62 earlier colonial administrators had spoken of the aborigines as children,
but they generally meant that the savage was “ignorant and unruly” and therefore
in need adult tutelage. for example, in 1898 the anthropologist inō Kanori had com-
pared the aborigines of Taiwan with infants: “in civilized countries, politics, law,
religion, and other elements of civilization and progress represent our coming of
age in a modern society. if we attempt to apply these to the uncivilized aborigines
[banjin], it would be the same as giving an infant only meat to eat, causing much
harm and bringing little benefit.”63 By contrast with this view of childhood as a state
of ignorance that requires adult supervision, writers in the 1920s and 1930s oen
described the primitives as pure-hearted and loveable children with their own
unique virtues who had the innate potential to mature and develop.

e utopian view was strongly influenced by the revaluation of early childhood
by adult writers associated with the journal Akai Tori (red Bird; 1922–36). is
revaluation of childhood was not confined to real children, but was applied
metaphorically to “primitive” societies, which were viewed as the childhood of hu-
manity. Since in fact there is no equivalence between childhood as a stage of life
and the “childhood of humanity,” except in this purely metaphorical sense, i would
argue that this construction of adult aborigines as children was a rhetorical trope
that served to put them in a separate temporality from their colonizers. in this trope,
the aborigines represented the past of the Japanese while the present-day Japanese
figured as their future. Because they conceived of this time lag between themselves
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and the aborigines, Japanese travelers experienced their journey to the aboriginal
lands as time travel, in which the Japanese discovered traces of their personal or
national past. is discourse on the colony as Japan’s ancient past fostered both a
sense of superiority, based on Japan’s advanced modernity, and a feeling of nostal-
gia for the ancient past. As we will see, this temporal distancing was also a consti-
tutive element of later Japanese intellectual discourses on savagery, from ethnog-
raphy to colonial policy studies.

in 1931, ogawa Mimei, a frequent contributor to Akai Tori, published “Kyōkaidō
e no ichiretsu” (Procession to the church), a story that extols the pure innocence
of the aborigines and criticizes Japanese colonialism. rather than treating the abo-
rigines as children requiring adult supervision, ogawa discovers in their society
traces of ancient traditions and an artistic sensibility not inferior to that of the Japa-
nese. e narrator describes his surprise on discovering an earthenware jar in an
aboriginal market:

He picked up the heavy, dirty-looking unglazed jar that had perhaps been used to store
mercury in ages past and looked at it for a long time without losing interest. . . . doubt-
less, the jar had been created by savages. But can we really just dismiss them as sav-
ages? As he gazed fixedly at the jar, he couldn’t help feeling that these people must
have possessed a richer imagination than the Japanese, as well as gentleness and warm
humanity. . . . He first traveled to the distant village that had made this jar, aer be-
ing invited there by a friend who worked for the government in this territory recently
acquired by war. in the undeveloped villages and towns, he discovered traditions and
ancient customs that differed from those of Japan [naichi]. He couldn’t think that these
people could be called savages and the Japanese civilized, even though at first glance
he found their culture strange.64

in this work, the trope of aboriginal innocence is displaced from aboriginal so-
ciety onto aboriginal artifacts, which represent the free inventiveness, richness of
imagination, and humanity of the savages, qualities that have been sacrificed at the
altar of modernization. Mimei discovers an idealized childhood of humanity in the
artistic expression of the aborigines and he uses this notion to overturn the hierar-
chy of “civilized” and “barbaric.” His attitude toward this jar recalls that of Yanagi
Sōetsu, founder of the Japanese mingei (folk cra) movement, who had praised the
folk art of the Taiwanese aborigines (and the Ainu in Japan) as “unadorned” and
“untainted by civilization,” while at the same time claiming for the Japanese the colo-
nial privilege of recognizing and articulating the beauty they create. And indeed, from
the 1930s, Japanese writers wrote extensively about the virtues of aboriginal arts, from
dancing to sculpture to music, which they saw as examples of “primitive art.”65

nakamura chihei and Masugi Shizue were two writers who lived in Taiwan in
the 1930s. Both wrote stories about young Japanese men aspiring to educate the
pure-hearted and childlike aborigines and pursuing romantic love affairs with abo-
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riginal women.66 When the protagonists of their stories visit Taiwan, they encounter
a land in which it is no longer dangerous to travel since the aborigines have long
since been “pacified.” indeed, with the development of rail travel and the establish-
ment of hotels and inns for Japanese guests, the “savage frontier” is now a place of
relaxation and tourism, in which visitors can bathe in hot-spring resorts and hike
in newly designated national parks.67 To promote tourism, the government published
guidebooks such as the 1935 Taiwan no tabi (Taiwan Travel), which introduces travel
to the aboriginal districts “as among the highlights of a trip to Taiwan,” and partic-
ularly recommends that travelers take the time to visit an aboriginal house and
school.68 in addition, the protagonists in these works are not policemen, the Japa-
nese who actually lived closest to the aborigines, but rather artists and writers who
flee from Japan and seek a new life in Taiwan. in nakamura’s “Bankai no onna”
(Women of the Savage frontier), Sankichi, a young painter on a trip to Taiwan, hikes
to various aboriginal villages near a hot-springs resort in the company of the young
novelist Yamana, who attended high school in Taiwan. Sankichi professes to iden-
tify with a certain european “mad poet,” Guy de Maupassant, who sought peace and
healing among “the water, the sun, the clouds, the cliffs” of southern europe. like
Maupassant in the Mediterranean, Sankichi aims to experience a spiritual and artis-
tic rebirth in uncivilized Taiwan. e feminized and tamed aboriginal lands beckon
to him as a utopia that promises healing and emotional rehabilitation.

Attracted to a young aboriginal woman, Sankichi draws a stark contrast between
his innocent flirtations with her and his unhappy married life in Tokyo:

[His wife] was a woman who suffered from chronic insomnia and never managed to
enjoy anything but shallow and uneasy sleep. When she opened her eyes in the morn-
ing, she would oen appeal to him in a whispering voice with a dark look in her eyes.
“i had a dream in which you tied me to a pillar with rope and ran away.” “in last night’s
dream, i was buried alive in a coffin. it was horrible. i kept calling out your name as
loud as possible, but you were turned away from me and ended up walking away.”
How unhappy the woman was with this tragic and uneasy state of mind. in addition,
he was unable to love his wife and, having fallen into this state, was no less unhappy
than his wife. Anyone can easily understand this. He had traveled to this southern
place because of his desire to cure his unhappy feelings, however slightly.69

in contrast with Sankichi’s neurasthenic and insomniac wife, Hanachan, an abo-
riginal girl (banfu) who works as a servant for a Japanese family, possesses “a beauty
overflowing with suppleness and force, an overpowering wildness and an almost
animal vitality in every extremity of her body, even to the very tips of her fingers
and toes.”

if Sankichi is a short-term tourist in Taiwan, the young protagonists in Masugi
Shizue’s stories are Japanese men who flee patriarchal Japan and find a long-term
emotional refuge in aboriginal Taiwan. in “rion Hayon no tani” (e valley of rion
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Hayon), Muranishi Takemi, a student who majored in painting and music at cul-
ture college in Tokyo, rejects his father’s financial support and sets off to Taiwan on
his own. Aer quarreling with a Japanese colonial official, he finally finds peace in
the aboriginal territories. “Truly these barbarians have pure hearts. . . . ey are naïve
as well as angelic. i was banished to this mountainous interior because i struck an
obnoxious official. However, i feel good to be here.” Muranishi decides to devote
himself to the education of the aborigines, describing his mission as follows. “i have
made up my mind to devote myself to civilizing the aborigines. e task of leading
these pure-hearted savages fills me with awe.”70 in another of Masugi’s stories, “Ko-
tozuke” (e Message), the narrator meets Tsuyuhara Tomojirō, the brother of a
friend, in wartime Guangdong. Prior to his volunteering to fight, Tsuyuhara was
“an eccentric writer of waka [a traditional Japanese poem of thirty-one syllables]
who emigrated to Taiwan’s aboriginal areas and devoted himself to the education
of the aborigines because he did not get along with his parents.”71 e protagonists
of these stories recover their health and self-confidence by devoting themselves to
the education of the aborigines. At the same time, they pursue romantic relation-
ships with aboriginal women. described as more intriguing than the women in
Japan, the aboriginal women are not only accessible objects of the colonizer’s mas-
culinity but are seen as restoring his mental health. indeed, romance with an abo-
riginal woman becomes a metonym for the protagonist’s relation to aboriginal cul-
ture as a whole and to the feminized aboriginal lands. is theme is developed more
explicitly in the “Banjo rion” (Savage rion), by Masugi Shizue, set on Ari Mountain.
e heroine’s name, rion, is identical to that of the protagonist of “e valley of
rion Hayon” and resembles Sayon, the heroine in the popular movie Sayon no kane
(Sayon’s Bell).72 in this work, the young Japanese protagonist, Kajiwara, works at a
pineapple canning factory in Kaohsiung aer graduating from college in Japan. He
suffers from a nervous breakdown and tries to kill himself in the mountains but is
discovered and rescued by the aboriginal woman rion. Aer his rescue, Kajiwara
visits the mountain village of rion and becomes intimate with her. e local po-
liceman harbors misgivings about their relationship and counsels the young man
as follows: “if you decide to marry her formally, we can help you and offer guidance
about the proper procedure, but if you are not ready to take on any responsibility
then you will get into trouble.” Ultimately, Kajiwara tries and fails to force rion to
commit double-suicide with him. He kills himself and later rion gives birth to his
daughter.73 At the time that Masugi was writing, affairs between Japanese men and
aboriginal women had the allure of the forbidden. it was widely thought that a Japa-
nese policeman’s abandonment of his aboriginal wife had been one of the causes of
the Musha incident.74 in the late 1930s, the Japanese police sought to discourage
any budding intimacy between Japanese men and aboriginal women since they
feared that such relationships would lead to a repetition of the aboriginal rebellion.
rather than sexual intimacy and husband-wife relations, the authorities encouraged
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platonic relationships and nonsexual family ties to strengthen colonial integration
for war mobilization.

in addition to discourses of childhood purity and tropical romance, other writ-
ers held up for admiration aboriginal warrior traditions, forthrightness, spirit of
independence, and manly valor. e samurai had vanished from the Japanese is-
lands with the Meiji reforms and were consigned to an earlier period of the nation’s
history; as a living presence, he was only to be found in the colonies, particularly
among the aborigines of Taiwan. in the works of certain writers, the aborigines be-
came the last living repositories of the samurai spirit of Japan. Mori Ushinosuke,
an ethnographer active in Taiwan from 1895 to the 1920s, praises the spirit of
bushidō (the way of the warrior) among the tribes.

not only do they bravely confront and resist the enemy who seeks to conquer them,
but they continue to fight with all their forces even when they are well aware that they
will be destroyed or defeated, that they have run out of weapons and face defeat, and
that their resistance is futile. . . . ey are not concerned with damaging their repu-
tation in the eyes of their foreign enemy, whether Japanese or chinese, but rather they
fear losing the respect of their comrades in the aborigines tribes and disappointing
their ancestors. . . . e land where the aborigines are living was preserved for them
by the fighting spirit of their ancestors and they are duty-bound to defend it with all
their might, and even to the death, when they are persecuted or attacked by other abo-
riginal tribes or by other races. ey think the worst insult is to be criticized for al-
lowing a more powerful enemy to invade and seize control of their territories with-
out resistance and without a fight.75

Anthropologists were not the only ones to praise the warrior spirit of the abo-
rigines. Aer the Musha incident, a massacre that shocked most Japanese as the
epitome of savagery, many fictional writers paradoxically cast the aborigines as
paragons of warrior virtue. Aer the Japanese counterattacked the rebels, hundreds
of them and their family members elected to commit suicide rather than surren-
der to the Japanese authorities. e stories and deaths of Hanaoka ichirō and
Hanaoka Jirō, young aborigines who had graduated from the Taizhong normal
School, exemplify this tendency to apotheosize aboriginal men into Japanese samu-
rai. ese two Hanaoka were not biologically related, but they were “sons” of the
Japanese colonial order, educated by the Japanese, employed by the colonial ad-
ministration, and presented as models for other aborigines. Aer the Musha inci-
dent, Japanese opinion was divided as to the role that these two “brothers” had played
in the planning and direction of the uprising. Were they traitors who had master-
minded the plot or had they remained loyal subjects of the Japanese emperor and
killed themselves from shame at their inability to restrain their fellow aborigines?

in his story “Kiri no bansha” (e Mist-enshrouded village), an account of the
Musha incident, nakamura chihei portrays the desperate situation of these two
young men aer the outbreak of the rebellion. Unable to choose between the side
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of the aborigines and that of the Japanese, they suffer from an irresoluble contra-
diction between their obligation toward the Japanese and their blood bond with
their people. e different forms of their deaths—ichirō commits seppuku in Japa-
nese ceremonial dress while Jirō hangs himself from a tree—illustrate the cultural
split in their identities. Aer penning a suicide note of apology in Japanese, ichiro
proceeds to perform a Japanese suicide that demonstrates his loyalty to the warrior
traditions of the Japanese nation. “Wearing a silk garment, a hachimaki around his
head, ichirō first cut off his children’s heads with a Japanese sword that had a blade
measuring about one and a half feet. en he cut his belly open and died. His wife,
who also wore Japanese clothing to enter death in style, slit her own throat and died
with the children placed between herself and her husband.”76

for Japanese commentators, the determination of many aborigines to die rather
than live in dishonor suggested that they were capable of the highest moral senti-
ments. evoking feelings of pathos and nostalgia in the Japanese public, these abo-
riginal suicides recalled the celebrated deaths of General nogi Maresuke and his
wife, who became symbols of Japan’s ancient warrior tradition aer they killed them-
selves following emperor Meiji’s death in 1912.77 ough they were enemies of the
Japanese state, these aboriginal suicides also possessed the Japanese spirit (yamato
damashii) of honesty, loyalty, disinterest, and bravery. At the same time, by treat-
ing aboriginal warriors as samurai, Japanese writers detached them from their own
history and resituated them within Japanese history, as earlier stages of a moder-
nity that had been transcended and subsumed by the modern Japanese.

Along with a positive evaluation of aboriginal warrior virtues, one sees a con-
comitant reevaluation of the custom of headhunting in Japanese discourse, which
indeed coincided with the near disappearance of the actual practice.78 rather than
being a sign of barbarism and ignorance, this custom was reinterpreted as an em-
blem of bravery and military prowess. is revaluation was premised on a verbal
slippage between aboriginal headhunting and the long-standing customary Japa-
nese practice of “taking heads” in traditional warfare.79 in 1910, the anthropologist
ishii Shinji wrote: “e best evidence of the aborigines’ prowess is the possession
of an enemy’s head. e same state of affairs is revealed in Japanese war stories of
the 16th century.”80 While ishii speaks of Japanese warriors from three centuries
earlier, Japanese soldiers participating in the much more recent (1874) Taiwan ex-
pedition were unlikely to find the aboriginal custom of headhunting especially
shocking.81 indeed, some troops took the heads of their enemies, including that of
the chief of the Botan tribe, who was responsible for the massacre of okinawa fish-
ermen, in accordance with warrior tradition. Western observers of the 1874 cam-
paign expressed their shock at this “barbarous” Japanese behavior. one cites the ex-
ample of a young man from Hizen, who “set off on his own with a party of explorers
aer the murder of a Satsuma man and returned several days later with three heads
that he had cut off himself,” noting for his english-speaking readers that “decapi-
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tating the dead . . . had been a regular accompaniment of Japanese warfare in all
former times.”82

if anthropologists noted the similarity between aboriginal headhunting and the
Japanese practice of taking of heads, other writers went one step further in posit-
ing that the aborigines were simply like the Japanese at an earlier stage of their his-
tory. in 1939, nishikawa Mitsuru published Choppuran tō hyōryūki (e record of
the castaways to choppuran island), a historical novel about Japanese sailors dur-
ing the edo period who were shipwrecked in Taiwan. At one point, the protagonist
of this novel, Bunsuke, joins an aboriginal raid on a neighboring village and cuts
off an enemy’s head, which he attaches to his belt. Bunsuke is neither squeamish
about his own action nor shocked by the headhunting of the aborigines.83 indeed,
unlike the audience who read nishikawa’s book in the twentieth century, Bunsuke
lived at a time when it was commonplace for a Japanese warrior to demonstrate his
valor by the number of heads he took.

Tanizaki’s masterful Bushukō hiwa (e Secret History of Lord Musashi) is nei-
ther set in Taiwan nor alludes to the Japanese empire. nevertheless, this purely fic-
tional work set in the sixteenth century is perhaps thematically related to this in-
ternalization of savagery in late colonial discourse. Serialized in the mass-circulation
periodical Shinseinen (new Youth), e Secret History of Lord Musashi first appeared
in 1931, that is, within one year of the Musha incident.84 Whereas nishikawa’s hero
is an anonymous castaway from the edo period, Tanizaki’s protagonist is a great
military leader during Japan’s civil war period in the sixteenth century. like
nishikawa, Tanizaki uses the taking of heads as a pretext for examining the men-
tality of his protagonist. To construct his narrative, he anachronistically draws on
the contemporary language of “sexual abnormality” and tells his story in the form
of a “case history,” a staple of the sexological journals that flourished in prewar Japan.
in the opening scene of the book, the future lord of Musashi experiences his first
sexual awakening as he witnesses a group of beautiful women wash and groom the
severed heads of enemy warriors taken in the previous day’s battle. He experiences
“an agitation that he had never felt before, an intense emotion beyond the reach of
the normal man,” which eventually assumes concrete form as a wish to be “killed,
transformed into a ghastly head with an agonized expression and manipulated in
the girl’s beautiful hands.”85 in this scene, this sixteenth-century warrior’s desire is
depicted as a form of fetishism, in the specific sense that psychoanalysis has given
to this term. Tanizaki’s historical novel explores the ties between sexual perversion
and the primitive practices of sixteenth-century Japanese warriors. of course, freud
had been among the first to draw a connection between the savage and sexual ab-
normality by treating both as manifestations of early stages of human psychosocial
development. Just as the adult neurotic harbors infantile sexuality, the primitive man
preserves an early phase of our psychosocial development, an image of our prehis-
tory; at the same time, he has the emotional ambivalence that makes him akin to
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the contemporary neurotic. in his Totem and Taboo, freud argues: “Primitive man
is in a certain sense our contemporary. ere are men living who, as we believe,
stand very near to primitive men, far nearer than we do, whom we regard as his di-
rect heirs and representatives. Such is our view of those we describe as savages or
half savages; and their mental life must have a peculiar interest for us if we are right
in seeing in it a well-preserved picture of an early stage of our development.”86

A JAPAneSe HEART OF DARKNESS

e writer most associated with the “discovery” of the inner savage is Ōshika Taku
(1898–1959), a poet and novelist who in the 1930s set several of his stories in the
Taiwan highlands.87 e younger brother of the renowned poet Kaneko Mitsuharu,
Ōshika Taku was born into a prosperous family of sake brewers in Aichi Prefecture
in 1898 and spent part of his childhood in Taiwan. rough his connection with
his older brother, he participated in the rakuen shisha (Paradise Poetry Group),
helped to found the poetry magazines Fūkeiga (landscape Painting) in 1924 and
later Jojōshi (lyric Poetry), and published a collection of his poems Heitai (Soldier)
in 1926. ough he began his literary career as a poet, Ōshika later turned to prose
and is best known for a series of stories set in Taiwan. e first of these works,
“Tatsutaka dōbutsuen” (Tatsutaka Zoo) appeared in 1931 with an introduction by
Yokomitsu riichi, followed by “Banfu” (Savage Women) in 1933, “Yabanjin” (e
Savage) in 1935, “Sō no yokubō” (Sō’s desire) in 1936, and “okuchi no hitobito”
(e People of the inlands) in 1937. in 1936, all but the last of these works appeared
in book form under the title of e Savage.

in the course of a round-table discussion, Yamaguchi Masao refers en passant
to Ōshika Taku’s “e Savage” as the Japanese Heart of Darkness.88 Since Ōshika
most likely had not read conrad’s novella at the time he wrote his book, one cannot
say that he set out to create a Japanese version of conrad. if the phrase “Japanese
‘Heart of darkness’ ” still rings true to the present-day reader, this is less because
of the author’s intentions than because of the discursive environment in which he
wrote. in effect, in Japanese discourse, Japan’s civilizing mission toward these “sav-
ages” was conflated with the Western civilizing mission in Africa. in 1904, the ethno-
grapher inō Kanori spoke of the Taiwan interior as “darkest Taiwan” (ankoku Tai-
wan), thereby aligning himself with europeans such as Henry Morton Stanley and
linking the Taiwanese aborigines with the “savages” of black Africa. By the time that
Ōshika wrote his novella, he could draw on this well-established discourse of “dark-
ness” and “light,” of civilization and savagery, which had entered everyday discourse.

indeed, the process of translating the rhetoric of civilization and savagery was
circular in nature. early twentieth-century Japanese writers appropriated a euro-
pean colonial lexicon developed during the scramble for Africa to write about abo-
riginal Taiwan. later, writers would use the Japanese equivalents of these terms to
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translate works of european literature into Japanese. When nakano Yoshio trans-
lated conrad’s Heart of Darkness into Japanese in 1940, he drew upon fully do-
mesticated Japanese expressions to create equivalents for conrad’s terms, such as
“reclaimed savages” or “improved specimens.”89

But Ōshika not only draws on these prevalent discourses that associate “abo-
riginal Taiwan” with Africa and savagery with darkness. e imaginary geography
of primitive Taiwan—like Africa in conrad’s Heart of Darkness—is above all a
metaphor to explore the breakdown of civilized values within the protagonist him-
self. Just as Africa constitutes the backdrop against which Kurtz acts out his own
savagery, aboriginal Taiwan is the theater where a Japanese protagonist releases his
inner wild man. furthermore, Marlowe describes his voyage up the congo river
as a journey to the beginning of time: “Going up that river was like traveling back
to the earliest beginnings of the world, when vegetation rioted on the earth and the
big trees were kings.” in a similar way, the protagonist of “e Savage” experiences
his travel to aboriginal Taiwan as a journey back to the primitive origins of man.
And it is from his archaic and distant ancestors that this modern man expects to
learn his deepest and most guarded secrets. Ultimately, the central concern of both
writers is not the actual savages living in real places but rather the idea of savagery.
e savage “other” is a distorting mirror into which the civilized protagonist stares,
fascinated, at his own reflection, at once a temptation to which he yields and a threat
to his identity against which he defends himself—fascinating precisely because it is
threatening.90 Ōshika’s “e Savage,” accordingly, offers the reader insight into late-
colonial period constructions of internalized savagery in a way that conrad did for
fin de siècle europe.

Ōshika’s works also reflect late-colonial disillusionment with the project of man-
aging savages.91 indeed, shortly before he wrote “e Savage,” Ōshika published an
article called “Taiyaruzoku no seikatsu” (e life of the Ataiyal Tribe), in the jour-
nal Kōdō (Action). e Ataiyal “have received comparatively little cultural influence
from Japan and continue to live in accordance with their original nature.” Aer
painting an idyllic picture of their traditional hunting and agricultural life, he con-
cludes: “i have said very little about their lives, but i believe that i have attained a
proper understanding of their nature, their purity of heart, and their simplicity
which knows no dishonesty.” Having discovered the fundamental honesty of these
people, he takes issue with a fundamental premise of Japanese policy: that Japan
needs to bring to these happy people the benefits of civilization. “i couldn’t help
feeling that the presence of these people who live in the same country as we do yet
retain their primitive lifestyle was truly a precious boon for those of us who have
had our hearts corroded by civilization.” Ōshika goes on to say that “we civilized
people should not feel ashamed of the presence of these barbarians. nor do we have
any reason to educate them to be ashamed of themselves. As far as this basic spir-
itual attitude is concerned, have the colonial authorities not perpetrated a fatal mis-
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take in their policies toward the aborigines, notwithstanding the sacrifice of so many
precious lives?” from Ōshika’s point of view, aboriginal rebellions and, by exten-
sion, the 1930 Musha incident, which occurred in the showcase of Japan’s civiliz-
ing mission, resulted from mistaken policies that corrupted the innocence of the
savages and taught them to feel ashamed of themselves.92

“e Savage,” written in 1935 for an award competition sponsored by the major
periodical Chūō Kōron, is perhaps Ōshika’s most representative work. e short story
was highly praised by the writer Satō Haruo, who provided illustrations when it was
published in book form. Selected from among 1,218 entries in the competition, “e
Savage” narrates the transformation of the hero from civilized Japanese to savage.
Aer flunking out of a college in Tokyo, the protagonist, Tazawa, returns to his fa-
ther’s home in northeastern Japan, where he becomes acquainted with Komiya, a la-
bor organizer, and takes part in a labor dispute at the coal mine owned by his father.
Without consulting with Komiya, he incites a group of miners to flood one of the
mines, whereupon Komiya “betrays” him to his father. enraged at his son’s incite-
ment of workers to sabotage his mines, the father banishes his son to the wilds of
Taiwan. Tazawa, having “lost his mental bearings,” meekly accepts this punishment
as a dispensation of fate. in this vignette of the protagonist’s background, Tazawa is
an oedipal rebel who seeks to bring financial ruin upon his capitalist father, rather
than as a proletarian revolutionary who aims to advance the miners’ cause.

By highlighting this episode, the third-person narrator also places his tale within
the ambit of an abortive anticapitalist and proletarian movement in early Shōwa
Japan. nevertheless, by exiling his hero to Taiwan, the narrator erases the capitalist
struggle that pits a group of miners against their capitalist boss, along with the di-
vision of labor and the process of industrialization. Henceforth, the figure of the
worker (miner) is displaced onto that of the savages and the class struggle in the
mines onto the virgin spaces of the colony. e colony is, paradoxically, imagined
as a utopian space free from the taint of the very industrial development that made
it possible in the first place and from the divisions within capitalist society. As Tazawa
undergoes his transformation, he no longer confronts industrial workers or for that
matter, colonial laborers: the central dichotomy that structures the story is that of
civilization and savagery.

When the “misfit” arrives in Taiwan, he is assigned to work as a frontier police-
man at the White dog police station in the Taiwan highlands. He thus finds him-
self in a paradoxical situation: as a policeman, he occupies a position of paramount
authority, but as a rebel he feels instinctively drawn to the “primitive” lifestyle of
those he is charged to discipline. As the action is displaced from metropolis to
colony, Tazawa’s rebellion against the rule of his father and capitalism is transformed
into a more generalized revolt against “civilization”; this rebellion leads the pro-
tagonist to search for a new morality of blood and manliness.93 Shortly aer he ar-
rives in an aboriginal village, Tazawa is admonished by the friendly police chief inō:
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“it becomes surprisingly easy to live here and put up with this savage place when
you get used to the savagery around you or you yourself become a savage.”94 in the
final words of this statement, inō virtually hands the hero the formula for his later
self-transformation: Tazawa will “become a savage.” “e Savage” charts his stages
along the way to this goal.95

A literary product of 1930s, “e Savage” reflects a growing disillusionment with
the nation’s attainment of capitalist modernity, a sentiment shared by many writ-
ers and intellectuals who turned away from modernist experimentation and em-
braced an indigenous cultural identity.96 rather than being a simple negation of
modernity, however, this turning away from modernity was no less “modernist”
than what it displaced; indeed the negation of modernity is perhaps the modernist
gesture par excellence. Ōshika offers a colonial variant to the discourse on over-
coming modernity: his heroes strive to recover their true identity outside the bor-
ders of Japan by enacting transgressive acts of violence and eroticism in the colonies.

e protagonist’s descent to savagery involves both a spatial displacement from
the home islands to the colonial periphery and a temporal regression to an imag-
ined, archaic, original self. in the first place, Tazawa creates a new identity by leav-
ing Japan (naichi) for Taiwan (gaichi). e aboriginal space of Taiwan frees the pro-
tagonist to indulge in behavior that would not be allowed in civilized Japan.
However, this displacement in space is also a form of time travel that brings the
hero into contact with his primeval self. in accordance with the narratives of evo-
lutionary progress, Tazawa sees the aborigines of Taiwan as stranded at an earlier
stage of historical development, one that he easily conflates with that of his own
racial ancestors. Weeks aer his arrival, he participates in a punitive mission,
launched against a rebellious tribe, during which he cuts off the head of an enemy
warrior and thus crosses the border from civilized to savage. He imagines that he
has skipped over countless generations and rediscovered the blood of his prehis-
toric ancestors: “He was thrilled that he would be able to temper himself in the midst
of this primitive human struggle and amid the living wildness of this vast nature.
e blood of his ancestors was still coursing through his veins. As he skipped over
many generations, the violent blood of his ancestors came back to life within him.
His eyes shone when he confided to himself that he would not allow himself to be
mentally bested by these savages when the time came.”97 in this passage, the abo-
rigines become the representational support for the protagonist’s own quest to make
the “blood of his ancestors” coursing within him flow again.

Ōshika’s e Savage, set in the early twentieth century, is essentially an anticivi-
lization narrative. it inverts fukuzawa Yukichi’s tripartite theory of ascending stages
of civilization: primitive, half-civilized, and civilized. fukuzawa wrote his Outline of
a eory of Civilization at a time when Japan was still a semicolonized nation placed
under the unequal treaty system with Western nations, and he urged his country-
men to “civilize” Japan in order to preserve national independence. By contrast,
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Ōshika wrote when Japan not only was recognized as a fully civilized nation but also
controlled a vast empire whose peoples it viewed as half-civilized or primitive.
Ōshika’s protagonist retraces the stages of civilization in reverse order. Starting as a
representative of the civilized nation charged with the “management of the savages,”
he “descends” to savagery, passing through an intermediary stage along the way.

Tazawa’s primitivism has much in common with fukuzawa’s theory of civiliz-
ation but there is an important difference. Whereas fukuzawa had described man-
kind’s primitive condition as one of deprivation, Tazawa discovers positive quali-
ties of wholeness and freedom in this same condition. in accordance with his
romanticized vision of the primitive societies, he experiences his departure from
the metropolis as a form of liberation and spiritual rebirth: “He felt an unexpected
stimulation from his life as a guard man and the atmosphere of the village. Having
abandoned country and father, he began to hope that an entirely new life—one in
which there would be no traces of his past—awaited him as he advanced further
into the savage frontier.”98

for Tazawa, beginning this “new life” means starting again with a clean slate;
past identity (national and familial) have been wiped clean. freed from the shack-
les of his former civilized self, he embarks on a journey to his own “heart of dark-
ness” to recover his instinctual self that has been repressed by civilization. Two scenes
of transgressive violence punctuate his descent to savagery: the taking of an abo-
riginal man’s head and the rape of an aboriginal woman. e first major transfor-
mation of the hero’s identity occurs when he cuts off the head of an aboriginal en-
emy in a skirmish on a mission to punish rebellious aborigines.99 Ashamed of his
impulsive and bloody act, Tazawa tosses his victim’s head into the bushes but an
aboriginal man recovers his “trophy” and brings it back to the village. later, he is
stunned when he witnesses a young aboriginal girl praying to this very same head.

facing the skull shelf where the enemy’s head had been washed and placed, she whis-
pered: “i will summon the heads of your parents and brothers and sisters so that you
can live together with them.” Before the fieen-year old Taimonamo, he was over-
whelmed by a sense of his own spiritual debility. He did not think that she was the slave
of savage custom yet he felt as though he would suffocate as he inhaled the odor of this
savagery that flowed from one person’s blood to another. it was a mistake to call it mere
savagery. it rather was like the solemn pulse that coursed through a great tree infused
with an indomitable spirit; a great tree that expands its branches even as it is tormented
by the cruelty of pitiless nature and yet is kept alive by its bitter compassion. e sap
pulses through the tress, flowing to the tips of the tiniest branches. “compared to that
i am nothing more than a weak sapling that has been transplanted.”100

if authentic savagery is a “great tree,” then Tazawa discovers that he is a weak
gra, a transplant. Ultimately, he is constrained by his individual self-conscious-
ness, in his attempt to return to the primitive, and by his lack of passion; his sav-
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agery is merely individual play-acting and empty mimicry. “Authentic” savagery,
by contrast, is a communal way of life and a belief system that invests the other-
wise meaningless act of headhunting with a sacred significance. Unable to share
the religious beliefs of the aborigines, he finds his own behavior bloody, futile,
grotesque, and senseless. in discovering his inferiority to the authentic savagery of
the aboriginal girl, Tazawa realizes that his own attempts are ill-conceived, half-
hearted, and inauthentic. He is at best a half-savage: Tazawa discovered the ration-
alization. “i am afraid of her because my savagery is still half-hearted. . . . en, all
at once, it stopped being a rationalization and became a whip by which he spurred
himself on. He rolled over on the floor, crying: ‘Become a savage! Become a savage!’ ”

if Tazawa reaches this intermediate stage by the violent act of taking his enemy’s
head, he must wed an aboriginal woman in order to complete his transformation
to savagery. from the start of the story, Tazawa is attracted to a young aboriginal
woman named Taimorikaru, in whom he discovers “something animal-like and sim-
ple which sets her apart from the women of Japan,” but also a “purity of heart” that
he had never experienced before. Taimorikaru is the younger sister of inō’s wife and
the daughter of the tribal chief in the aboriginal village. feeling that there is an un-
bridgeable gap between them, Tazawa is unable to consummate the relationship at
first. At the end of the punitive expedition against aboriginal rebels, Tazawa meets
a second woman named Yauinaage, an aboriginal woman from the defeated village,
who announces that she wants to marry a Japanese soldier.101 More than Taimo-
rikaru, this woman embodies his fantasy of the hypersexual aboriginal woman.
“What a tremendous woman! i had never yet seen an aboriginal woman whose in-
nate wildness was undisguised to that degree. She was the real thing! Her eyes shone
with the deep passion of the wild cat. Her body had the odor of bamboo grass and
rustling pine needles. it smelled of animal hides and dried animal dung. Burning
with this thought, he was overpowered with a violent pain.”102 While Tazawa feels
overpowered by the woman’s exquisite savagery, he fantasizes about “implanting
Yauinaage’s wildness into Taimorikaru’s body,” thereby doubling her attractiveness.
Tazawa attempts to carry out his plan with a rape, a scene that was almost entirely
censored aer the story’s publication.103 e day aer Tazawa rapes Taimorikaru,
he moves to her village, puts on aboriginal clothes, daubs his face with ash, and
dreams of taking part in a hunting expedition with the aboriginal men.

To summarize, Tazawa’s self-transformation involves a triple crossing over. Aer
giving up on the struggle between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat in Japan,
Tazawa throws himself wholeheartedly into the battle between civilization and sav-
agery in the colonies. rejecting the values and restraints of urban, industrialized
Japan, he recovers a sense of psychological wholeness and health through acts of
sexual transgression and violence. finally, repudiating the policy of managing sav-
ages, he throws away his identity as a Japanese colonizer and seeks to merge him-
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self in the communal life of the tribe by marrying an aboriginal woman and mov-
ing to the aboriginal village.

At the end of the story, he proclaims to the aborigines of the village: “i am also
a savage. i won’t be outdone by anyone.” Tazawa has gone completely “native” and
prides himself on becoming a “savage.” Yet, Tazawa paradoxically discovers that his
quest leads him to new forms of confinement rather than to the liberation that he
sought.

e savages clapped their hands and shouted when they recognized him. in the end,
they barked out orders to him: “Turn on your side.” “Show us your back.” “See what
it’s like walking.” He did as he was told, impressed that the passions of the conquered
people had been suppressed to this point.

Hearing the men’s cries, even more aborigines gathered. ey flooded into the small
hut, pushing and jostling against each other. With an animal smell and animal ex-
citement, the whole hut was so caught up in turmoil that it seemed about to move.
Many times, Tazawa seemingly overpowered by the excitement around him, he tried
to repel them saying over and over “i am a savage too. i won’t be bested by you.” re-
alizing that his behavior was making them boil over with excitement, he himself grew
excited and tried to make the best of their excitement.

in the end, letting out a loud cry and waving his arms about, he pressed himself
against an aboriginal man standing right in front of him, and began to push his way
out of the room. outside, dozens of aboriginal men raised a hue and cry and buzzed
with excitement. When, overcome by their power, he collapsed onto the grass, the abo-
rigines gradually formed a ring around him. Bathing in the pale light of dawn, Tazawa
rose to his feet inside this human fence. And then he began to pace restlessly like a
wild animal imprisoned in a cage.104

in this scene, the aboriginal men form a hedge around Tazawa, making him feel
like a wild beast in a cage. is final scene—in which the Japanese hero is surrounded
by a “ring” of aborigines all staring at him—is also an inverted image of the abo-
riginal village itself, a gigantic cage in which the aborigines are surrounded by Japa-
nese guard lines and placed under the panoptic gaze of the colonial police. conse-
quently, in an ironical conclusion to Tazawa self-transformation in primitive
Taiwan, he becomes not a liberated man but a “subjugated” savage, in the midst of
“conquered people” whose “passions” have been “suppressed.” is was, doubtless,
the only possible form that savagery could take under conditions of Japanese colo-
nialism and a dystopia that “e Savage” merely reflects.

e ambivalent conclusion of “e Savage” recalls the ending of Ōshika’s first
story, “Tatsutaka Zoo,” which appeared in the literary journal Sakuhin in 1931. While
this early work also romanticizes the figure of the savage, it is told in the form of
an allegory: for the guardsmen at the Tatsutaka station in the Taiwan headlands,
“the savage men and women were animal species” that closely resembled the ani-
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mals they kept in a small zoo beyond the station. fukai, the hero of the story, is a
young Japanese man who both identifies with and sadistically mistreats a wild cat
imprisoned in a cage of the zoo. is wild cat serves as a mirror for his own frus-
trated desire to rebel against the authorities and for his suppressed sexuality. At the
end of the story, the Tatsutaka station is ambushed by a band of aborigines, an in-
visible hoard that hovers menacingly on the margins of the text. realizing that all
of the guardsmen will be slaughtered in the ensuing melee, fukai decides to liber-
ate the mountain cat from its cage.

He opened the door and entered the cage. She jumped down quickly, crouched in a
corner and started to moan in a low voice. “ere’s nothing to be afraid of. e po-
lice station is finished. At least you will be set free.” coughing, he stamped his foot
and drove her toward the entrance of the cage. it was the instant he le the cage. e
wild cat set off at a tear, clearing a clump of bushes at an astounding speed. looking
at her running back that le a pale trail of light behind it, he thought of the brushes
of the deep forest to which she was returning and was suddenly seized by envy. He
aimed his rifle and fired at her.105

“Tatsutaka Zoo” depicts the interaction of the wild animal and her civilized
trainer, who frees the caged animal and then kills it. in “e Savage,” the interac-
tion between animal and human is displaced onto that between savage and civi-
lized. in addition, Tazawa in “e Savage” enacts both roles: he liberates himself by
becoming savage and he marries the wild cat of his fantasies. in the end, he dis-
covers that he has merely exchanged one prison for another, that his liberation is
only a new form of being encaged.

croSS-eTHnicKinG And
THe PoliTicS of PriMiTiviSM

one might consider “e Savage” to be a transgressive work since it celebrates the
hero’s flight from civilization and his embrace of violence and sexuality. As evidence
to buttress this interpretation, one could mention that the colonial authorities
banned the work in Taiwan and that metropolitan police ensured that it was heav-
ily censored when it was published in Japan. in accordance with censorship poli-
cies, the editors of Chūō Kōron blackened out offending passages with fuseji (hid-
den characters), making certain portions of the work difficult to decipher, and they
also deleted any reference to the role of the Japanese army in crushing aboriginal
rebellions. in addition, one could point to the author’s implicit criticism of colonial
policies and his frank depiction of the military suppression of the aborigines.
Ōshika’s novel is loosely based on the Slamao incident of 1920, in which aborig-
ines attacked and killed nineteen Japanese policemen. in “e Savage,” Ōshika
makes no direct reference to the much larger Musha incident. nevertheless, his
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works were also a literary reaction to this major rebellion against Japanese colo-
nialism and to the bankruptcy of the policies toward the aborigines that this event
revealed.

Kawahara isao, who published a detailed study of Ōshika, notes that at the re-
quest of the Taiwan minshutō (Taiwan Popular Party), the principal Taiwan oppo-
sition party which stood for a platform of self-rule and popular elections until it
was outlawed by the colonial government 1931,106 Ōshika’s brother-in-law Kawano
Mitsu was sent to Taiwan with Kawakami Jōtarō to investigate the Musha incident.
returning to Japan, the two writers published a series of articles in Chūō Kōron in
1931 in which they strongly criticized the official account set forth in a booklet by
the colonial regime (Taiwan Sōtokufu), Musha jiken no tenmatsu (A detailed Ac-
count of the Musha incident). According to Kawano, “the Musha uprising embod-
ied the problem of ethnic liberation, the problem of labor and the problem regarding
colonial rule in general.”107 Whatever influence the author might have sustained
from his brother-in law’s political analysis of the Musha incident, he tends to de-
pict aboriginal rebellion as a random eruption of violence rooted in the “savagery”
of the aborigines rather than as a form of political resistance to Japanese colonial-
ism. it goes without saying that colonial rulers favored this type of explanation for
aboriginal resistance.108

nevertheless, to accept this work as it presents itself—that is, as an anticonquest
narrative—would be to miss both the author’s complicity with colonial discourse
and his narrative strategy. When he romanticizes the savagery of the aborigines,
Tazawa is hardly challenging Japanese stereotypes of savages. rather he is merely
joining his own voice to a general and harmonious chorus of colonial administra-
tors, ethnologists, journalists, and artists. As i have already noted, the police chief
of White dog encourages Tazawa’s primitivist proclivities from the start. Properly
channeled, he rightly assumes that such primitivism is compatible with the basic
aims and priorities of Japanese rule. indeed, it actually reinforces official policies
toward the aborigines by instilling colonial administrators with the indispensable
sentimental disposition that enables them to willingly carry out the rational and
clearheaded imperatives of the colonial administration.

Tazawa rebels against his capitalist father, but he feels genuine affection for the
paternal inō, his superior on the savage frontier. e latter becomes a surrogate par-
ent figure for the protagonist aer the failure of his oedipal struggle with his fa-
ther.109 “He looked straight into the moving pupils under the triangular eyelids.
When he discovered in the man an even wilder spirit than his own, he felt drawn
to the man’s attitude in a flush of excitement. Privately, he had already started to
place his trust in this man.” like the young aboriginal girl whose spiritual strength
amazes him, inō is “a great tree who has put down roots in the savage land” dur-
ing his sixteen years of residence” there.110 Under the guidance and with the warm
encouragement of this new father figure, Tazawa directs his energies in more pro-
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ductive directions and joins the patriarchal order of colonial administration. us,
the career of Tazawa enacts, in a Japanese context, the transition from filiation to
affiliation, which edward Said identified as a key transition in modern fiction gen-
erally.111 Tazawa’s rebellion against his father in the first pages of the story signifies
his failure of class reproduction and his refusal to carry on the family business. in
the end, however, he both transforms and reproduces patriarchy under the guid-
ance of this colonial father, with whom he has no blood ties. us, Tazawa’s abortive
rebellion is rectified by his successful rebirth as a colonial official and his affiliation
with the colonial administration.

Within the framework of the story, Tazawa’s violent conquest of Taimorikaru is
depicted less as a freeing of his wild libido than as an arranged marriage desired by
the authorities and his surrogate parents. indeed, such marriages oen served to
fortify the foundations of Japanese rule.112 reviving the Qing custom of marriage
between chinese interpreters and the daughters of tribal chiefs, the Japanese colo-
nial administrators initiated a policy of government-brokered marriages between
Japanese policemen and daughters or sisters of aboriginal headmen, especially dur-
ing the years of the Sakuma administration (1906–15). Ōtsu rinpei, chief of the
Police Bureau and head of Aboriginal Affairs, proposed the implementation of such
a policy in 1907: “e quickest route to cultivating translators would be to give oc-
casional financial assistance to the appropriate men and have them officially marry
aborginal women [banfu].”113 during the colonial period, political alliances ce-
mented with interethnic marriages (between Japanese police officers and aborigi-
nal women) facilitated Japan’s conquest of the northern aboriginal territory and later
became one of the pillars of colonial rule.114 e Japanese authorities viewed these
strategic matches as a tactic to win the acquiescence of aboriginal society by forg-
ing an alliance between the police and the tribal chiefs. in addition, by marrying a
local woman, the police acquired a potential ally and informer who could keep tabs
on aboriginal men and provide the police with valuable intelligence prior to the
outbreak of aboriginal rebellions. on both counts, establishing kinship ties was use-
ful to the authorities for the purposes of pacifying the aborigines. At the same time,
the Taiwan Government-General did not publicly acknowledge Japanese-aborig-
ine marriages and vital statistics compiled by it do not list a single “aborigine wife—
Japanese husband” marriage between 1905 and 1934.115

Tazawa’s marriage with Taimorikaru follows this pattern since it is brokered by
the head of the police unit, has doubtful legal status, and involves a close relative
of the aboriginal chief. inō and his wife (herself an aboriginal woman) arrange for
the first meeting between the two partners, encourage their budding affection, and
even resort to brokering “a strategic marriage.” When inō announces to the “wild
cat” Yauinaage that Tazawa has a wife, Tazawa feels “as if the final resolution of his
obscure association with Taimorikaru [has] been pronounced.”116 in a later scene,
inō’s wife falsely informs him that a rival police officer (Araki) is courting the same
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woman and that the girl’s father favors this latter match, precipitating the hero’s hasty
and impetuous “marriage.”

Besides favoring strategic marriages, the colonial authorities encouraged “friendly
tribes” (mikata ban) to fight under their command. indeed once tribes submitted
to Japanese rule, they were oen required by the terms of their surrender to join
the Japanese in punitive missions against recalcitrant tribes. While the authorities
officially prohibited headhunting, they enforced this law only against savages who
rebelled against the colonial state and actually encouraged members of “friendly
tribes” to take the heads of their enemies, offering them bounties for the heads thus
procured.117 But it was not only the members of allied tribes who were exempted
from the prohibitions on headhunting or offered rewards. When Tazawa returns
from the battlefield having taken an enemy’s head, inō does not reproach him for
his savagery but lauds him and promises him a reward: “at’s quite a prize on your
first experience of combat. now you can go back to White dog with pride!”118 in
his descent to savagery, Tazawa may have thought he was rebelling against civi-
lization, but he also became a cog in the wheel of the colonial machine and an in-
strument in the hands of Japanese administrators. While the official ideology of the
colonial regime drew a sharp distinction between the civilized Japanese and the sav-
age aborigines, actual policies toward the subject population were hybrid in nature,
making use of aboriginal customs or, as in the case of “strategic marriages,” of ear-
lier Qing customs.

ough the narrator portrays Tazawa’s transformation as taking place at the deep-
est level of his psyche, this transformation is signified by the most superficial of
changes: namely, changes of clothing. Tazawa’s becoming savage is negotiated
through two such costume changes. e first occurs when he exchanges his civil-
ian dress for a police uniform, signifying his new position in the colonial admin-
istration: “drenched in sweat, he arrived at the White dog Police station just as the
blazing sun was setting, wearing his uniform right on his skin and over it a rain-
coat.”119 e second takes places at the end of the story when he doffs his police
uniform and dons indigenous hunting dress, marking his entry into aboriginal so-
ciety. By assuming the external markings of the savage, Tazawa also assimilates into
himself the character that he impersonates in the theater of colonialism (and i use
the word “theater” advisedly). Just as an actor must imitate the external appearance
of the character he brings to life on the stage, Tazawa puts on a new costume to
mark the fact that he has taken on a new identity.

e politics of clothing in “e Savage” is pregnant with meaning. indeed,
Tazawa’s ethnic cross-dressing tells us more about the politics of this narrative and
its relationship to colonial policy than the manifest theme of the recovery of the
hero’s “inner savage.” it is oen asserted that Japan’s colonial rulers sought to as-
similate the colonized to Japanese norms of clothing, housing, and culture in or-
der to reinforce a sense of identification with the colonizer. Historians who have
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studied the policy of assimilation have generally focused on what the Japanese did
to the people they colonized. e Japanese preference for assimilation policies is
oen ascribed to a Japanese need to manipulate the identity of the colonized, but
also to Japan’s inability to condone diversity in its empire.

By contrast, few studies look at the effect of such policies on the Japanese colo-
nizers and what the ability to assimilate “otherness” implied about the nature of the
Japanese people and their empire. Writing at a time when Japan was a multiethnic
entity, many prewar writers subscribed to the notion that the Japanese were ori-
ginally a heterogeneous people formed by the merger of many different racial
strains.120 in prehistoric periods, the “Japanese” had migrated in successive waves
from the Asian continent and the South Seas to the Japanese archipelago, where
they had absorbed the indigenous people (Kumaso, izumo). from the fourth to sev-
enth centuries, many “Koreans” and “chinese” had introduced continental arts and
religion to “Japan,” intermarrying with the “Japanese” and becoming naturalized
“Japanese.” As a result of this intermingling, the later Japanese were a heterogeneous
race that included South Seas islanders, north Asians, Ainu, continental peoples—
not surprisingly, all of the groups that Japan eventually colonized. Shortly aer the
annexation of Korea in 1910, Tsuboi Shōgorō published an article in which he stated
that the Japanese were a recapitulation of all the races in the Japanese empire by
virtue of their mixture of Ainu, Malay, and continental racial strains. “As the Ainu
and Malay [the Taiwanese aborigines were thought of as Malay] had long since been
integrated in the empire, he welcomed the fact that the Koreans had now been in-
corporated, saying that all three groups had been ‘put into a large cauldron.’ ”121 e
Japanese had assimilated peoples from different racial backgrounds in the prehis-
toric past; their descendants were sure to repeat this ancient success in the modern
period.

e ability to ingest and digest otherness was a sign of cultural strength, as a
large appetite is a sign of physical health. Just as Japanese bodies were said to be
more adaptable to tropical climates than those of Westerners, Japanese culture was
better at assimilating and preserving cultural difference than Western colonizing
powers. Historians and anthropologists offered a quick synopsis of Japanese his-
tory showing that Japanese from the earliest times were adept at digesting foreign
cultures. Such accounts tended to simplify and tendentiously interpret Japan’s ear-
lier experience of interaction with foreigners to make Japan’s long history fit into
its present attempts to colonize foreign people. during the nara period, Japan ab-
sorbed chinese institutions and religion without losing its unique identity in the
process. in the modern period, Japan successfully fused traditional eastern culture
with modern Western civilization, producing a uniquely hybrid form of moder-
nity. e great historian Shiratori Kurakichi argued that “the special character of
progress of Japanese civilization lies in its ability to assimilate the merits of outside
cultures,”122 while Watsuji Tetsurō argued that Japan possesses a unique ability to
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bind seemingly antagonistic and unrelated elements into a cultural totality, which
he conceived of as being multilayered.123 is complex structure and Japan’s long
history of cultural synthesis provided bona fides for Japan’s contemporary ability
to rule over culturally distinct people and absorb them into a greater whole.

indeed, some writers went further, arguing that the Japanese, as a culturally hy-
brid people, possessed a uniquely protean nature and an exceptional capacity to ab-
sorb cultural difference without sacrificing their own cultural identity. in 1944, the
playwright Kishida Kunio, the director of the cultural department of the Taisei Yoku-
sankai (imperial rule Assistance Association), praised both Japan’s assimilating
power and its ability to respect cultural difference: “A special trait of Japanese cul-
ture is that it possesses an ability to embrace otherness and a strong prowess for as-
similation [dōkaryoku]. far from painting everything the same color, Japan exer-
cises this power of assimilation to preserve the distinctive character of each culture
and to assign it an appropriate place under the benevolent regard of the emperor.”124

e Japanese were endowed with an openness that enabled them to embrace for-
eign cultures and peoples, but they could also “preserve the distinctive character of
each culture” and make the most of the merits of whatever they absorbed.

Besides being manifest in policies of assimilation, this talent at absorption of dif-
ference also expressed itself in a knack for assuming other identities and playing at
cultural difference. Takarazuka (all-female theater) troupes during the late 1930s
and wartime period performed a series of “ethnographic fantasies” about Asians
and Pacific islanders incorporated into the Japanese empire. in these performances,
notes Jennifer robertson, “colonial subjects were represented on stage as objects
and products of the dominant Japanese imagination of exoticized yet inferior other-
ness. [At the same time] according to the logic invested in the Kabuki onnagata [a
male actor who specializes in female roles], these representations were sometimes
circulated as models of ‘cultural correctness’ to be emulated by the colonized peoples
objectified on the Takarazuka stage.” robertson coins the term “cross-ethnicking”—
with its analogy to cross-dressing—to denote this assumption by Japanese actors
of identities that both objectify “inferior otherness” and offer a model of “cultural
correctness.”125

Takarazuka troupes were hardly unique in making use of cross-ethnicking in
ways that perform empire.126 Ōshika’s “e Savage” also highlights the hybrid and
protean character of a Japanese colonizer and his ambivalent role in the policing of
colonial identities. While Tazawa’s ambiguous ethnic cross-dressing calls into ques-
tion his own stable identity as colonizer, it does not abolish the basic binary dis-
tinction between colonizer and colonized. in the first place, ethnic cross-dressing
is the privilege and prerogative of the colonizer, and his alone. By his ethnic cross-
dressing, Tazawa arrogates to himself a right to role ambiguity and multiple iden-
tities. He extends the borders of his own identity by incorporating otherness into
himself, just as Japan incorporates others within an expanding empire. in this re-
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gard, it is important to recall that assimilating otherness implied that the Japanese
could absorb foreigners and that Japanese culture was inclusive, not exclusive.

To understand Tazawa’s manipulation of this power at the very same time that
he joins the “conquered people,” it is instructive to consider his reaction to his wife’s
own attempts at ethnic cross-dressing. following her marriage to Tazawa, Taimo-
rikaru wears a kimono and powders her face, partly because she thinks her hus-
band expects her to do so and partly because she hopes to signify her ascension to
civility by adopting the external appearance of the colonizer. far from welcoming
these changes, Tazawa is appalled by his wife’s behavior.127

An odor of Japanese femininity assailed his nose.
“But you shouldn’t powder your face,” and he thrust out his hand at her cheeks on

which she had applied powder.
“But now that i am your wife,” she trembled with fear as she looked at his angry

face.
“row it away.”
But Taimorikaru could not understand why he had become so angry. As his wife

looked at him perplexed, he shouted at her wildly, “Take off that kimono and go back
to the aboriginal village and change into aboriginal dress.”128

When he insists that Taimorikaru remain unchanged, Tazawa not only denies
his wife a right to cross-dress as Japanese but also vetoes her social ascension. in
doing so, he asserts a dual authority as colonizer and as husband: as colonizer he is
able to define her identity as colonized, and as Taimorikaru’s husband he has the
power to specify her gender role. if Tazawa’s right to cross-dress is an expression of
his gendered and ethnic power as a male Japanese colonial subject, his denial to his
wife of any such right expresses his power to define and control her identity: she
must conform to the fixed model that he alone has the right to determine, be a banfu
(savage wife) and nothing more.129 When Tazawa restricts his wife to this single
role, he does not regard this as an expression of his power over her but as a means
for freeing her to become herself. in his view, his wife’s efforts to become Japanese
represent a betrayal of herself and a loss of her true identity. By refusing her the
right to dress differently, he insists that he is freeing her and “returning” her to her
original, savage self—just as he frees his own primal man by assuming an aborigi-
nal guise.

from the beginning of the story, we are introduced to the construction of the
identity of the colonized as an immutable trait of their bodies. When Tazawa first
encountered Taimorikaru, she was wearing “a dark blue cotton dress fastened with
a red Satsuma obi, but it did not cover at all the animal gloss of her skin and rather
made it even more apparent that she was an aboriginal woman.” e animal gloss
of Taimorikaru’s skin rejects the disguise that she wears; her disguise only high-
lights her essential identity, “which makes one think of the bearing of the trees of
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the forests or the wild beasts.”130 Similarly, Tazawa is shocked when he hears inō
refer to Taimorikaru as the sister of inō’s own wife, who wears Japanese clothes,
speaks impeccable Japanese, and has mastered every nuance of the body language
of the colonizer. Yet when he looks carefully into her face, he realizes that her tat-
too indelibly marks her as an aboriginal woman. Tattoos had of course played a part
in premodern Japanese society, but here they are interpreted as the living traces of
inō’s wife’s primitive nature, which her superficial assimilation is unable to conceal.
“e tattoo breathed like an ineffaceable sorrow under the thick powder she had
applied to her forehead.”131 Unlike the “thick powder” which she applies to her face,
this woman’s tattoo is a part of her body, an “ineffaceable” brand that bespeaks her
fixed nature as a savage. Unlike Tazawa’s embrace of savagery, which is a free, vol-
untary choice, the savagery of these women is a result of biological destiny and a
fixed property of their bodies. Because he conceives of the identity of the aborig-
ine as an unchanging, fixed essence, he regards any assimilation on their part to
Japanese norms and any mimicry of Japanese customs as a betrayal of their authentic
identity. When inō has the two sisters sing a song for Tazawa, he reacts with great
pain. “it was completely different from the song that Japanese children sing. Her
face wore an expression of great seriousness, almost of solemnity. As he looked on,
he was seized by the illusion that he was bullying her and it became painful for him
to listen. He tapped with his hand to keep time, but he wore a rigid expression on
his face as though he would burst into tears.”132

in effect, Tazawa hopes to institute a new system of surveillance and control
that “will overturn the lifestyle and policies imposed by the police.” His rebirth in
the savage frontier becomes an allegory for a reformed, discreet system of colo-
nial rule. rather than assimilate the savages to Japanese norms, Tazawa will “re-
turn Taimorikaru —and presumably all the other villagers—to their original wild
nature.” Yet this liberation of the wild creature has all the ambivalence of the final
gesture of the hero of “Tatsutaka Zoo,” who frees the wild cat and then fires a bul-
let at it. Tazawa achieves this liberation by an inversion of “values” that leaves un-
changed the asymmetrical power relationship between colonizer and colonized.
While he performs his own metamorphoses through changes of costume, his wife
is allowed only one costume and one role: that of an unchanging savage as filtered
through the lens of her husband’s nostalgic exoticism. like the zookeeper in his ear-
lier stories, the primitivist Tazawa becomes the steward of colonial identities and
the upholder of aboriginal authenticity, of which he becomes the sole authoritative
judge and arbiter.
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